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Partly adapted from
Nature Reviews Clinical Oncology (2017)

Targeting cancer where it hurts most

1

Our understanding of cancer pathogenesis has increased tremendously during the last
decades, which has significantly improved patient survival and quality of life (Ries et al.,
2006). The completion of the Human Genome Project (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al.,
2001) was arguably the most significant milestone in biomedical research of the last decades,
and has opened the door to a completely new field of medicine: medical genomics. Whereas
sequencing the first human genome took around 13 years and an astounding 3 billion dollars to
complete, whole genome sequencing is now approaching the 1 day and less than 1,000-dollar
milestone (Hayden, 2014). These technological advances are not only providing scientists
with vast insights into the molecular alterations underlying tumorigenesis, but are also rapidly
shifting the way in which we classify tumors: from a histology and organ perspective towards
a classification that includes genetic and transcriptional alterations. Cancers originating from
the same tissue are often heterogeneous in their biology and clinical behavior, and should
therefore be categorized as discrete entities based on their genetic and transcriptional profile
(CGAN, 2012; Guinney et al., 2015). Consequently, the shift towards personalized genomics
has altered our view on cancer treatment.
The discovery that the growth and/or survival of cancer cells is dependent on certain
oncogenic drivers — also described as ‘oncogene addiction’ — provided a rationale for the
development of targeted agents that specifically inhibit aberrant oncoproteins (Weinstein,
2002). One well-known example is the use of imatinib to target the BCR-ABL1 fusion protein
in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), which has dramatically increased the 10-year overall
survival of patients with CML from <20% in the pre-imatinib era to ~83% today (Hochhaus
et al., 2017). Another example is tamoxifen, which was first approved in 1970 and is still used
for the treatment of estrogen receptor (ER)-positive breast cancer (Jordan, 2003). Tamoxifen
interferes with estrogen binding to the ER, thereby preventing estrogen-dependent growth
of cancer cells (Osborne, 1998). Many other targeted agents have now been approved by the
FDA for the treatment of various cancers, and even more are currently being tested in clinical
trials. However, the initial expectation that precision medicine would revolutionize cancer
treatment turned out to be overly optimistic. Unfortunately, the success of targeted cancer
therapies is hampered by (1) a lack of predictive biomarkers, (2) the rapid development of
therapy resistance, and (3) a paucity of suitable drug targets. True personalized medicine is
only feasible when we increase our understanding of cancer biology to address these issues.

Omics-guided personalized medicine
The notion that a single molecular alteration can be used as a predictive biomarker for a targeted
therapy unfortunately proved to be oversimplified (Voest and Bernards, 2016). For instance,
BRCA-mutated breast and ovarian cancers are deficient in homologous-recombination
(HR)-mediated DNA repair and are therefore highly dependent on PARP‑mediated base10
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excision repair of damaged DNA — a vulnerability exploited using PARP inhibitors (Bryant
et al., 2005; Farmer et al., 2005). However, a subgroup of tumors is BRCA-deficient despite
a lack of BRCA gene mutations. Instead, these tumors harbor a specific DNA copy number
signature (BRCA-like) that is similar to BRCA-mutant tumors (Vollebergh et al., 2011). Since
this subgroup of tumors is also characterized by defective HR-machinery, BRCA mutations
as sole selection criteria might restrict the full potential of PARP inhibitors. On the other
hand, not all BRCA-deficient tumors will respond to PARP inhibitors: resistance can occur
through partial restoration of HR repair (HRR) via secondary mutations in BRCA or through
loss of other proteins such as 53BP1 (Barber et al., 2013; Jaspers et al., 2013; Norquist et al.,
2011). Therefore, mutational analysis of a gene panel combined with gene expression analysis
indicative of HRR function might be a superior predictor of therapy response.
Our group made a similar observation for the selection of breast cancer patients for
hormonal therapy. Currently, ERα-positivity is determined via immunohistochemistry
(IHC). However, approximately 2% of ERα-positive breast tumors have a basal rather than
luminal subtype based on a gene expression signature (Groenendijk et al., 2013). A relatively
high number of these tumors express a dominant negative splice variant of ERα and are likely
not dependent on estrogen signaling. These data suggest that a gene expression signature
measuring ERα activity might be a more optimal predictor of tamoxifen response than ERα
IHC.
The use of a single molecular alteration as a predictive biomarker can also have tissuedependent limitations. For instance, the BRAFV600E mutation occurs in 40-60% of all melanoma
(Dong et al., 2003), 8-10% of all colon cancers (Di Nicolantonio et al., 2008), and 30-70% of
thyroid cancers (Kimura et al., 2003; Trovisco et al., 2004). Interestingly, response rates to
the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib vary from 5% in colon cancer to up to 80% in melanoma
(Chapman et al., 2011; Kopetz et al., 2010). Seminal work from our group demonstrated that
epithelial tumors, such as colon and thyroid cancer, are unresponsive to vemurafenib through
feedback activation of EGFR signaling (Prahallad et al., 2012). However, melanomas — which
are derived from the neural crest lineage — lack EGFR expression and therefore initially
respond to BRAF inhibitor therapy.
These examples demonstrate that a single molecular alteration is often a poor biomarker
of response. A combined approach — integrating genotype, transcriptional analysis, and
potentially other methods — is essential to predict drug responses more accurately.

The endless struggle against drug resistance
The introduction of targeted therapies to treat cancer patients was a major breakthrough in
oncology. Unfortunately, although many targeted agents increase progression-free survival,
this improvement does not necessarily translate into a meaningful overall survival benefit
compared to standard-of-care therapy; tumor responses to targeted therapy are often modest
or even absent, owing to intrinsic or acquired drug resistance. Furthermore, the genotypeGeneral introduction
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drug response correlation is likely not as straightforward as anticipated, due to reasons
explained previously. Understanding cancer drug resistance is one of the major challenges to
improve long-term patient survival.

Alteration of the drug target

The majority of targeted agents are kinase inhibitors, that bind in a highly selective manner
to the ATP-binding domain of proteins and thereby prevent substrate phosphorylation. One
of the most common resistance mechanisms to these agents is the formation of secondary
mutations — either acquired or present at a low frequency in the tumor cell population —
which can for instance alter the drug-binding domain and sterically suppress the drug-target
interaction (Figure 1A). A well-known example is the emergence of secondary mutations,
such as T315I, in the BCR-ABL1 fusion protein, resulting in a conformational change that
prevents imatinib binding (Shah et al., 2002). The identification of such mutations has led to
the development of next-generation inhibitors such as ponatinib, that can bind to the T315I
mutant BCL-ABL1 (O’Hare et al., 2009). However, steric hindrance is not always the result of
mutations in the drug target. For example, the membrane-associated glycoprotein MUC4 can
act as a HER2 ligand in breast carcinoma and simultaneously mask the trastuzumab binding
site (Chaturvedi et al., 2008).
Another well-studied example of drug target alteration is resistance to EGFR inhibitors such
as gefitinib or erlotinib in EGFR-mutant non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Approximately
10% of NSCLC harbor activating mutations in EGFR — mostly a L858R point mutation or
small in-frame deletions in exon 19 — which render EGFR constitutively active by stabilizing
the receptor in an active conformation (Gazdar, 2009). However, these alterations also
decrease the affinity for ATP, which consequently increases the therapeutic window for small
molecule inhibitors. Unfortunately, drug resistance can occur through a secondary T790M
mutation. This threonine to methionine substitution does not alter the inhibitor-binding site
as seen for the T315I BCL-ABL1 mutation, but instead increases the ATP affinity of EGFR
and thereby closes the therapeutic window for ATP-competitive drugs (Yun et al., 2008).
Tumors can employ even more dramatic drug target alterations than point mutations. For
instance, BRAF-mutant melanoma can become resistant to vemurafenib through alternative
splicing of BRAF, resulting in constitutively active BRAF lacking the complete RAS-binding
domain (Poulikakos et al., 2011). Alternatively, tumors can amplify the drug target, e.g. BCRABL1 upon imatinib treatment, to induce therapy resistance (Gorre et al., 2001). Another
example is the cleavage of HER2 by metalloproteases in HER2-positive breast cancer,
resulting in a truncated version of HER2 lacking the trastuzumab-binding domain (Scaltriti
et al., 2007).

Mutations in upstream or downstream signaling components

Resistance to targeted therapies not only occurs through mutations in the drug target, but
can also be induced by mutations in other nodes of the same signaling pathway (Figure 1B).
12
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Figure 1. Drug resistance mechanisms
a. Therapy unresponsiveness due to alterations of the drug target (e.g. mutation, amplification, or
splice variant). b. Resistance through mutations in up- or downstream components of the inhibited
signaling pathway. c. Feedback-mediated drug resistance. Inhibition of a STK using a small-molecule
inhibitor can suppress naturally occurring negative feedback loops, resulting in activation of, for
instance, upstream RTKs. d. Drug resistance through bypass mechanisms. Despite target inhibition,
tumor growth is sustained through activation of parallel signaling pathways by feedback loops (1)
or mutations (2). Abbreviation: STK, serine/threonine kinase; RTK, receptor tyrosine kinase. Figure
partly adapted from (Groenendijk and Bernards, 2014).

In colorectal cancer, the presence of downstream KRAS mutations is the main resistance
mechanism to EGFR inhibition (Lievre et al., 2006), rather than secondary mutations in
EGFR. Similar observations have been made in BRAF-mutant melanoma patients, in which
downstream MEK mutations confer resistance to vemurafenib (Emery et al., 2009). Another
example is trastuzumab resistance through loss of PTEN or PIK3CA mutations, which activate
the PI3K/AKT signaling pathway downstream of HER2 (Berns et al., 2007). Alternatively,
alterations in upstream signaling components — e.g. RAS mutations in vemurafenib-resistant
melanoma or MET amplification in gefitinib-resistant NSCLC — can suppress drug efficacy
(Engelman et al., 2007; Nazarian et al., 2010). These examples indicate that most cancers are
highly addictive to a specific pathway. Our lab recently initiated an effort to overcome drug
resistance by multi-nodal vertical pathway inhibition: a low-dose combination of inhibitors
targeting multiple components of the same signaling pathway to prevent therapy resistance.
However, it would not be surprising if such an approach results in a delay in the outgrowth
of resistant cells rather than a complete durable response, since resistance might still occur
through activation of parallel signaling pathways (Figure 1D). For instance, activating
mutations in the PI3K/AKT pathway are known to occur in BRAF inhibitor-resistant
melanoma, although these alterations mostly co-occur with acquired mutations in the
MAPK pathway (Shi et al., 2014). These observations do suggest that tumors prefer sustained
activation of their ‘addicted’ signaling pathway rather than employing parallel pathways to
stimulate growth.

Feedback activation

Healthy cells benefit most from homeostasis, which has evolutionarily resulted in a plethora of
General introduction
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negative feedback loops (Freeman, 2000). Downregulation of upstream signaling components
upon pathway activation contributes to steady-state maintenance, and prevents excessive
growth and tumorigenesis. Unfortunately, the presence of these conserved feedback loops is
a major roadblock in the success of targeted therapies. Targeted therapies inhibit oncogenic
signaling pathways, but inadvertently alleviate naturally occurring negative feedback loops,
resulting in pathway reactivation and therapy resistance (Figure 1C). Our lab was among the
first to describe and exploit such a resistance mechanism in BRAFV600E-mutant colon cancer
(Prahallad et al., 2012). BRAF inhibitors abrogate MAPK signaling, but thereby block the
activity of phosphatases that negatively regulate EGFR. As a consequence, activated EGFR
sustains oncogenic MAPK signaling, making combined inhibition of BRAF and EGFR
necessary to reduce tumor growth.
Since our initial discovery, many feedback-mediated resistance mechanisms that hamper
the efficacy of targeted agents have been reported. Interestingly, many of these feedback loops
are receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)-mediated. For instance, HER3 upregulation upon MEK
inhibition can induce resistance in KRAS-mutant colon and lung cancers (Sun et al., 2014).
However, activation of other RTKs such as FGFR can also induce MEK inhibitor resistance
in these tumors (Lee et al., 2014). The efficacy of drug combinations with a single RTK
inhibitor is likely limited when tumors can employ multiple RTKs to induce drug resistance.
To overcome RTK-mediated resistance in general, our group proposed a novel strategy using
PTPN11 inhibitors (Prahallad et al., 2015). PTPN11 is a protein tyrosine phosphatase that
plays a crucial role in relaying RTK signals to downstream components. Due to this central
role, PTPN11 inhibitors have the potential to prevent RTK-driven drug resistance. However,
since RTKs also play a role in normal tissue homeostasis, identifying an optimal drug window
will likely be critical to prevent excessive toxicity.

Tumor heterogeneity

Arguably the largest roadblock in the success of targeted therapies is tumor heterogeneity.
One of the hallmarks of cancer is the increased mutation rate, varying from point mutations
to chromosomal instability. Most of these mutations are deleterious and will disappear from
the population, but some mutations will confer a growth advantage and clonally expand. In
addition to these driver mutations, cancer cells continuously acquire mutations that have
neutral phenotypes and therefore remain present at low frequency in the tumor population.
However, under a selective pressure such as a targeted therapy, these cells might clonally
expand and contribute to therapy resistance. For example, secondary mutations in EGFR are
likely to already be present at low frequency in the original tumor, but are selected upon
gefitinib treatment to confer resistance (Hata et al., 2016). The notion that tumors can employ
a plethora of mechanisms to escape therapy, combined with the notion that most of these
mechanisms might be present in the tumor at the start of treatment, is rather unnerving.
Tumor heterogeneity is and will likely remain a large hurdle in the treatment of cancer
patients. Future therapies in which small numbers of intrinsically resistant cancer cells are
14
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killed through a ‘bystander’ effect may help solve the tumor heterogeneity conundrum.

Tumor microenvironment

Many studies have implicated an important role for the tumor microenvironment in tumor
progression and metastasis, since stromal tissue can produce growth factors, remodel the
extracellular matrix, orchestrate new tumor vasculature, and induce inflammation (Quail and
Joyce, 2013). However, relatively little is known about its role in modulating therapy response.
The efficacy of anticancer agents is largely dependent on tumor cell accessibility. Due to
abnormal vasculature and insufficient lymphatic drainage, tumors have a high interstitial
fluid pressure, which prevents adequate delivery of anticancer agents through convection
(Heldin et al., 2004). The reduced accessibility to oxygen and metabolites also inhibits tumor
cell proliferation and thereby limits the efficacy of chemotherapeutic agents. Furthermore,
hypoxia elevates the expression of anti-apoptotic and drug transporter genes, and thereby
contributes to therapy resistance (Tredan et al., 2007).
In addition to abnormal blood flow, stromal cells such as cancer-associated fibroblasts
(CAFs) and tumor-associated macrophages are strong modulators of therapy response. The
production of growth factors by CAFs not only promotes tumor progression, but also induces
therapy resistance. For instance, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) secretion by CAFs can
mediate EGFR inhibitor resistance in NSCLC and BRAF inhibitor resistance in melanoma
(Mueller et al., 2012; Straussman et al., 2012). Furthermore, tumor-associated macrophages
secrete IL-6 and TNF-α, which are associated with chemotherapy resistance (Ruffell and
Coussens, 2015). In addition, immune cells within the tumor microenvironment can secrete
immunosuppressive cytokines that potentially induce resistance to immunotherapy.
Stromal cells can also alter the tumor phenotype by secreting TGF-β to induce epithelialto-mesenchymal transition (EMT), resulting in enhanced cell motility and therapy resistance
(The role of TGF-β signaling and EMT in therapy resistance will be discussed in more detail
in chapter 5 of this thesis) (Brunen et al., 2013). Both TGF-β signaling and EMT are also
associated with the formation of cancer stem cells (CSCs), which are thought to play a role in
tumor relapse (Ikushima and Miyazono, 2010).

Genetic screens: a powerful tool to improve cancer therapy
The current clinical benefit of targeted agents is relatively small for most types of cancer.
Whether such therapies will have major impact in the future heavily relies on our
understanding of drug resistance. The use of genetic screens is a promising approach to
unravel drug resistance mechanisms, discover predictive biomarkers, and develop rational
combination therapies.
Genetic screens were initially performed using retro- or lentiviral libraries expressing short
hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) or open reading frames (ORFs). Once integrated into the genome,
shRNAs are transcribed, processed, and loaded into the RNA-induced silencing complex
General introduction
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(RISC), which binds and degrades complementary mRNA, resulting in protein knockdown by
gene silencing (Mohr et al., 2014). On the contrary, ORF expression results in overexpression
of specific genes. Even though both techniques have been used successfully to identify drug
resistance mechanisms, they possess well-known limitations. Off-target effects and highly
variable knockdown levels severely hamper the efficacy of shRNAs, resulting in false positive
and false negative results (Mohr et al., 2014). Furthermore, the large variation in the size of
ORFs affects both their viral integration and expression efficiency. Due to these shortcomings,
the recently discovered clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/
CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) system (CRISPR-Cas9) has rapidly replaced these
traditional screening approaches (Jinek et al., 2012; Shalem et al., 2014).
In the CRISPR-Cas9 system, a guide RNA (gRNA) associated with Cas9 nuclease binds to
complementary sequences in the genome and induces Cas9-mediated double-strand breaks.
Consequent repair, by non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), might result in small insertions
or deletions and thereby lead to gene inactivation. Unlike shRNAs, this technique induces full
knockout of a gene rather than knockdown of expression. However, knockdown can still be
achieved through an endonuclease-deficient Cas9 (dCas9) fused to a repressing domain to
suppress gene expression (CRISPRi) (Qi et al., 2013). Interestingly, dCas9 can also be fused to
transcription-activating domains to stimulate gene expression (CRISPRa) (Mali et al., 2013).

Resistance screens

Genetic screens are a powerful tool to identify drug resistance mechanisms. In general, drug
resistance screens are performed in a pooled format using large genome-wide collections of
gRNAs, shRNAs, or ORFs. A cell line sensitive to a particular treatment is infected with the
library and cultured in the presence or absence of the drug for a prolonged period of time.
Specific gRNAs, shRNAs, or ORFs that confer therapy resistance will become enriched in the
treated population and can be identified using next generation sequencing. Many researchers
have used this approach successfully to gain insights into therapy resistance. For instance,
Whittaker and colleagues performed a genome-wide shRNA screen in melanoma cells treated
with a BRAF inhibitor and identified NF1 loss as a resistance mechanism (Whittaker et al.,
2013). Johannessen and colleagues performed a similar screen with an ORF library and
identified overexpression of COT as a driver of RAF inhibitor resistance (Johannessen et al.,
2010). While resistance screens are useful for the identification of novel predictive biomarkers
to select patients, this approach does not directly identify sensitizers of response nor novel
drug targets.

Synthetic lethality screens

The pharmaceutical industry has, thus far, mainly focused on developing drugs targeting
recurrent actionable mutations in oncogenic drivers, even though many cancers harbor loss-offunction mutations in tumor-suppressor genes or activating mutations in currently undruggable
oncogenes. This strategy severely limits the repertoire of targets for drug discovery. Furthermore,
16
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Figure 2. Types of synthetic lethality
a. Genotype-specific synthetic lethality between genes A and B occurs when genetic or drugmediated inactivation of gene B or its protein product does not affect the viability of cells that
are wild type for gene A, but is lethal in cancer cells harboring a mutation in gene A. b. Resistance
to small-molecule inhibitors (in this example, ‘drug A’ targeting ‘oncogene A’) can occur through
feedback-mediated activation of the same or a parallel signaling pathway (‘pathway B’). This drugspecific synthetic lethality can be exploited by using combination therapy targeting both signaling
nodes (drugs A and B) to overcome resistance. c. Collateral sensitivity is a type of synthetic lethality
in which therapy resistance (to drug A) might introduce novel vulnerabilities that can subsequently
be exploited therapeutically (using drug B).

drug resistance reduces the benefit of most targeted agents. The use of synthetic lethality
screens is a promising approach to identify both sensitizers of response and novel drug targets.
Synthetic lethality between two genes (or gene products) occurs when functional loss of
either gene alone is viable to a cell, but when combined loss results in cell death (Figure 2A).
The most well-known synthetic lethal example is the previously described BRCA-PARP
interaction. Genetic screens have the capacity to systematically identify such synthetic lethal
interactions. For instance, Wang and colleagues performed genome-wide CRISPR–Cas9based screens in 14 genetically characterized acute myeloid leukemia (AML) cell lines (Wang
et al., 2017). In addition to identifying common essential genes involved in fundamental
cellular processes across cell lines (such as genes involved in DNA replication or ribosomal
function), the use of this functional approach also captured cell-line-specific gene essentiality
associated with particular tumor characteristics, such as cytokine dependency. Moreover,
by comparing gene essentiality between RAS-mutated and RAS-wild-type AML cell lines,
Wang et al. identified loss of PREX1 — a guanine nucleotide exchange factor for RAC
GTPases — to be synthetic lethal with mutant RAS proteins, which are the most common,
but thus far undruggable, oncogenic drivers in cancer (Wang et al., 2017). The authors report
that activation of the RAC pathway is likely to be essential for oncogenic RAS to fully activate
downstream MAPK signaling.
Rather than using large panels of cell lines, synthetic lethal screens can also be performed
in isogenic cell line pairs, in which an isogenic cell line is created through the introduction
or restoration of a specific mutation in the parental cell line. Although this approach is less
laborious than performing screens in a panel of cell lines, the introduced mutation might
General introduction
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not always recapitulate the phenotype associated with that particular alteration in cancer.
Bitler and colleagues used this approach to identify novel targets for ARID1A-mutant ovarian
clear cell carcinomas (OCCC) (Bitler et al., 2015). This chromatin remodeler is one of the
most frequently mutated genes in cancer; OCCC harbor a particularly high frequency (>50%)
of loss-of-function mutations in ARID1A (Jones et al., 2010). By performing a screen in an
ARID1A wild type cell line and its ARID1A knockdown derivative, Bitler et al. identified EZH2
to be selectively essential in ARID1A-mutant OCCC (Bitler et al., 2015). Mechanistically,
EZH2 and ARID1A were found to reciprocally regulate PIK3IP1, a negative regulator of
PI3K-AKT signaling. Inhibition of EZH2 using small-molecule inhibitors upregulated
PIK3IP1 expression and consequently suppressed PI3K-AKT signaling and tumor growth in
ARID1A-mutant OCCC.
Synthetic lethality can also occur as a consequence of treatment with an anticancer
agent, rather than as a result of a molecular alteration (Figure 2B). In general, screens to
identify such interactions are performed using shRNA or gRNA libraries targeting kinases
or epigenetic modifying genes, since drugs are available for many of these proteins. Cells
are infected with the library and cultured in the presence or absence of the drug. Those
shRNAs or gRNAs that selectively become depleted in the treated situation are likely to confer
sensitivity to the targeted agent. By using this approach, Corcoran et al. identified BCL-XL loss
to be synthetic lethal with MEK inhibition in KRAS-mutant cancers (Corcoran et al., 2013).
Whereas MEK inhibitors alone induce a cytostatic response, targeting both BCL-XL and
MEK induces a potent apoptotic response. Loss-of-function screens are also effective in vivo,
as demonstrated by Rudalska and colleagues, who performed an shRNA screen in a mouse
model of hepatocellular carcinoma and identified a synthetic lethal interaction between the
multikinase inhibitor sorafenib and MAPK14 loss (Rudalska et al., 2014).
Despite our understanding of synthetic lethality, PARP inhibitors remain the only approved
drugs based on genotype-specific synthetic lethality. I expect, however, that the steep increase
in the use of large-scale CRISPR–Cas9 genetic screens will greatly accelerate the discovery of
novel drug targets predicated on synthetic lethality. Importantly, these therapeutic liabilities
are often highly context dependent; therefore, the success of synthetic lethal treatments
in clinical trials will rely on upfront selection of patients on the basis of molecular tumor
characteristics. In addition, various studies have demonstrated that resistance to targeted
therapies occurs rapidly through reactivation of the signaling pathway by naturally occurring
feedback loops (Prahallad and Bernards, 2016) or through acquisition of secondary mutations
in components of the same or parallel pathways. Genetic screens are ideal tools to map these
intrinsic and acquired resistance mechanisms and will help design rational combination
therapies to circumvent them. Interestingly, therapy resistance can also introduce novel
vulnerabilities (such as novel mutations) that can be exploited therapeutically: resistance to
‘drug A’ might induce sensitivity to ‘drug B’. This concept of acquired drug vulnerability is
referred to as ‘collateral sensitivity’ (Figure 2C). In the clinic, second- and third-line therapies
often become progressively less effective; however, the use of genetic screens to identify
18
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collateral essential genes in drug-resistant cells could potentially lead to second-line therapies
that are at least as effective — and possibly even more effective — than first-line therapies
(Beijersbergen et al., 2016). As such, collateral sensitivity genetic screens provide an ideal
approach to designing sequential treatment strategies. Ultimately, utilizing genetic screens
provides abundant opportunities to improve treatment of patients with cancer.

Thesis rationale and outline
As mentioned in this introduction, the success of cancer therapies is hampered by a paucity
of suitable drug targets, the rapid development of therapy resistance, and a lack of predictive
biomarkers. The work described in this thesis aimed to provide insights that address these
problems.
In chapter 2 we describe how resistance to PIM kinase inhibitors in acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) occurs through p38α-mediated feedback activation of mTOR signaling. We
provide a rationale for combining PIM and p38 inhibitors to overcome therapy resistance. In
chapter 3 we identify PIM kinases as a potential therapeutic target and prognostic biomarker
in neuroblastoma. We furthermore demonstrate that NF1 loss mediates resistance to PIM
kinase inhibitors and is a potential predictive biomarker for PIM inhibitor therapy. In chapter
4 we identify FGFR1 as a potential prognostic biomarker in head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma (HNSCC). We suggest that FGFR inhibitors might be useful for the treatment
of HNSCC — either as monotherapy or in combination with an EGFR inhibitor for FGFR
inhibitor-resistant HNSCC. In chapter 5 we discuss the role of TGF-β signaling as a drug
resistance mechanism to both targeted and conventional therapies. We demonstrate that
elevated TGF-β signaling is associated with a poor prognosis subtype in colorectal cancer and
that TGF-β might induce chemotherapy resistance by suppressing apoptosis. In chapter 6 I
discuss the challenges that need to be overcome to improve the benefit of targeted therapies.
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Abstract
Although conventional therapies for acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma (DLBCL) are effective in inducing remission, many patients relapse upon treatment.
Hence, there is an urgent need for novel therapies. PIM kinases are often overexpressed in AML
and DLBCL and are therefore an attractive therapeutic target. However, in vitro experiments
have demonstrated that intrinsic resistance to PIM inhibition is common. It is therefore likely
that only a minority of patients will benefit from single agent PIM inhibitor treatment. In this
study, we performed an shRNA-based genetic screen to identify kinases whose suppression
is synergistic with PIM inhibition. Here, we report that suppression of p38α (MAPK14) is
synthetic lethal with the PIM kinase inhibitor AZD1208. PIM inhibition elevates reactive
oxygen species (ROS) levels, which subsequently activates p38 and downstream AKT/mTOR
signaling. We found that p38 inhibitors sensitize hematological tumor cell lines to AZD1208
treatment in vitro and in vivo. These results were validated in ex vivo patient-derived AML
cells. Our findings provide mechanistic and translational evidence supporting the rationale to
test a combination of p38 and PIM inhibitors in clinical trials for AML and DLBCL.

Intrinsic resistance to PIM kinase inhibition in AML through p38α
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Cancer cells are highly dependent on oncogenic signaling, making targeted agents that
specifically inhibit these pathways an attractive treatment option. Unfortunately, the majority
of inhibitors demonstrate a modest or complete lack of response when used as a single
agent, due to rapid resistance caused by redundancy or feedback signaling (Groenendijk
and Bernards, 2014). As a result, many potentially useful agents will not make it through
early phase clinical trials. It is therefore essential, even before the start of clinical studies, to
identify powerful drug combinations that prevent therapy resistance. One such promising
class of drugs currently being evaluated in phase I clinical trials are the PIM kinase inhibitors
(NCT01588548, NCT01489722, NCT02078609, and NCT02160951).
PIM kinases (PIM1, -2, and -3) are a family of short-lived, constitutively active serine/
threonine kinases which are often overexpressed in hematological tumors, including acute
myeloid leukemia (AML), chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), the activated B-like (ABC)
subtype of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), and multiple myeloma (MM) (GomezAbad et al., 2011; Hsi et al., 2008; Keeton et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2013; Nawijn et al., 2011). The
expression of PIM kinases is largely regulated via the JAK/STAT pathway on a transcriptional
level, since PIM kinases have a short half-life (Matikainen et al., 1999; Miura et al., 1994; Saris
et al., 1991). Approximately 30 percent of AML patients harbor the FLT3 internal tandem
duplication (FLT-ITD), which results in high JAK/STAT signaling and consequently PIM
overexpression (Kim et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2007; Mizuki et al., 2003). Furthermore, the
transcription factors NF-κB and HOXA9 can regulate PIM expression and are often highly
active in AML (Hu et al., 2007; Li et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2002).
PIM kinases are highly redundant and regulate the activity of substrates involved in
translation, survival, cell cycle, and MYC-dependent transcription. Several substrates
overlap with AKT/mTOR signaling, including PRAS40 (Zhang et al., 2009), TSC2 (Lu et al.,
2013), 4EBP1 (Tamburini et al., 2009), and EIF4B (Peng et al., 2007; Ren et al., 2013; Yang
et al., 2013). Furthermore, PIM kinases can suppress apoptosis by phosphorylating BCL2associated agonist of cell death (BAD) (Aho et al., 2004; Macdonald et al., 2006; Yan et al.,
2003), resulting in the dissociation of BCL-2 and BCL-XL. Other substrates include MYC,
and the cell cycle regulating proteins p21 (CDKN1A) (Wang et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2007),
p27KIP1 (CDKN1B) (Morishita et al., 2008), CDC25A (Bachmann et al., 2006), and CDC25C
(Bachmann et al., 2006).
PIM kinases contain a unique ATP-binding pocket, which has resulted in the development
of highly selective pan-PIM inhibitors such as AZD1208 (Bullock et al., 2005; Keeton et al.,
2014; Qian et al., 2005). However, in vitro experiments have already demonstrated intrinsic
resistance to PIM inhibitors, which will likely undermine the success of these compounds in
the clinic (Keeton et al., 2014; Meja et al., 2014). Indeed, initial phase I clinical trial results
demonstrate no benefit from the use of AZD1208 in advanced solid tumors and malignant
lymphoma (NCT01588548). In this study, we used an shRNA-based screening approach to
identify kinases whose suppression is synergistic with PIM inhibition.
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Results
An shRNA screen identifies p38α loss to enhance the efficacy of AZD1208
To study the effect of PIM inhibition on AML cell growth, we treated 6 cell lines expressing
PIM1 or PIM2 for 5 days with AZD1208 and measured viability (Figure 1A and S1A).
Whereas 4 out of 6 cell lines were sensitive to treatment (IC50 <0.5 μM), 2 cell lines (OCI-M1
and OCI-M2) were intrinsically resistant to AZD1208 (IC50 >10 μM). To gain insights into the
biochemical differences underlying these responses, we treated 2 sensitive and 2 resistant cell
lines with AZD1208 and analyzed the major targets of PIM kinases (Figure 1B). We observed
a complete blockade of BAD phosphorylation in all cell lines, indicating that AZD1208
inhibited PIM kinase activity. In contrast, only the sensitive cell lines demonstrated reduced
phosphorylation of PRAS40, S6, and 4EBP1. Since these targets are also regulated by mTOR,
resistance might occur through sustained mTOR signaling upon PIM inhibition.
To identify genes whose suppression confers sensitivity to AZD1208, we performed a loss
of function genetic screen using a kinome library consisting of 3530 short hairpins RNAs
(shRNA) in lentiviral vectors targeting 535 kinases and kinase-related genes (Prahallad et
al., 2012). We infected OCI-M1 cells with the library and cultured cells in the presence or
absence of 2 μM AZD1208 (Figure 1C). After 16 days, we isolated genomic DNA, recovered
the shRNA inserts by PCR amplification, and performed next generation sequencing to
quantify the shRNA sequences. The individual replicates highly correlated and clustered
together according to the absence or presence of drug (Figure S1B-C). To exclude false
positives, we only called genes a hit when at least 2 shRNAs — present with more than 300
reads in the untreated population — gave a minimal fold-reduction of 2. Furthermore, these
shRNAs should not be depleted from the untreated population compared to the T0 sample —
indicative of a straight lethal effect. Two hairpins targeting mitogen activated protein kinase
14 (MAPK14 or p38α) fulfilled these criteria, suggesting that p38α loss sensitizes AML cells
to PIM inhibition (Figure 1D). We validated the shRNAs targeting p38α by treating drug
resistant parental OCI-M1 cells or p38α knockdown cells with AZD1208 in a 5-day viability
assay (Figure 1E). The level of knockdown was assessed on protein and mRNA level (Figure
1F-G).
Pharmacological inhibition of p38α restores sensitivity to AZD1208 through inhibition
of mTOR signaling
To assess whether AZD1208 synergizes with p38 inhibitors, we treated resistant AML
(OCI-M1, OCI-M2), DLBCL (U2932, TMD8), and chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) (K562)
cell lines with the combination of AZD1208 and the p38 inhibitors SB202190 or SCIO-469
(the latter is in phase II clinical trial for multiple myeloma: NCT00095680) (Figure 2A-E
and S2A-C). Single drug treatment modestly inhibited viability, whereas dual inhibition
synergistically suppressed growth. To determine the level of synergy, we used a previously
described method that calculates additive effects (based on the Loewe model) and subtracts
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these values from the experimental values resulting in a synergy score (Figure S2D) (Sun
et al., 2014). We furthermore calculated combination indices — which is a widely accepted
method to calculate synergy. A high synergy score and vice versa a low combination index
indicate strong synergy. To determine the significance of our findings, we also treated cells
with self-self inhibitor combinations, which theoretically should result in a synergy score of
0 and a combination index of 1. As expected, combined treatment of AZD1208 and either
SB202190 or SCIO-469 resulted in high synergy scores and low combination indices (Figure
2F and S2E).
Since AZD1208 treatment did not suppress mTOR signaling in resistant cell lines,
we analyzed this pathway upon dual PIM/p38 inhibition. Combined treatment reduced
p-PRAS40, p-S6, and p-4EBP1 levels in all cell lines after 48 hours (Figure 2G and S2F). In
addition, both AZD1208-resistant and sensitive cell lines were sensitive to mono-treatment
with the mTOR inhibitor AZD8055, suggesting that the growth inhibitory effect of AZD1208
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Figure 3. Activation of the p38 pathway upon PIM inhibition
a. The p38 signaling pathway is activated upon AZD1208 treatment. OCI-M1 (2.105 cells/well in
6-well plate) and OCI-M2 (4.105 cells/well in 6-well plate) cells were treated with 2 μM AZD1208 for
4, 24, and 48 hours. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to western blot analysis (n=3). b. Dual
PIM/AKT inhibition synergistically inhibits mTOR signaling. OCI-M1 (2.105 cells/well in 6-well plate)
and OCI-M2 (4.105 cells/well in 6-well plate) cells were treated for 48 hours with 2 μM AZD1208, 2
μM MK2206, or the combination. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to western blot analysis
(n=3). c-e. AKT inhibition enhances AZD1208 response. OCI-M1, OCI-M2, and K562 cells were
treated with increasing concentrations of AZD1208 (x-axis) and co-treated with the AKT inhibitor
MK2206. Viability was measured after 5 days using CellTiter-Blue (n=3). f. MK2206 is synergistic
with AZD1208. OCI-M1, OCI-M2, U2932, K562, and TMD8 cells were treated with 2-fold dilutions of
AZD1208, MK2206, or the combination for 5 days. Viability was assessed by CellTiter-Blue and used
to calculate synergy scores. Self-self combination treatments were used as a baseline to determine
significance (n=3). P-values were calculated using a one-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s test. p ≤ 0.01 (**)
and p ≤ 0.0001 (****)

is mainly via its effects on mTOR signaling (Figure S2G). Together, these data suggest that
p38 inhibition can block PIM inhibitor resistance through suppression of mTOR signaling.
PIM inhibition activates p38/AKT signaling
To gain further mechanical insights in the synergy between p38 and PIM inhibition, we
treated AML cell lines with AZD1208 and assessed the activity of p38 signaling (Figure 3A).
PIM inhibition elevated phosphorylation levels of p38, MKK4 (upstream kinase), and MK2
(downstream target of p38). Similar — although milder — activation of p38 and MK2 was
observed in DLBCL and CML cell lines (Figure S3A). Several reports have described p38 as
an upstream activator of AKT (McGuire et al., 2013; Rane et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2007). Since
resistant cell lines demonstrated sustained mTOR signaling upon AZD1208 treatment, we
investigated whether PIM inhibition could activate mTOR via AKT. As depicted in Figure 3A,
cell lines activate AKT upon AZD1208 treatment. Furthermore, combined treatment with
AZD1208 and the AKT inhibitor MK2206 synergistically blocked mTOR signaling and cell
growth in a comparable manner to p38 inhibition (Figure 3B-F and S3B-D).
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a-b. OCI-M1 and OCI-M2 cells were treated for 48 hours with 5 μM AZD1208, 5 mM NAC, or the
combination. Cells were incubated with CellRox or MitoSox — according to the manufacturer’s
instructions — to stain for respectively ROS or mitochondrial superoxide and fluorescent intensity
was measured by flow cytometry analysis (n=3). c. Induction of ROS activates p38. OCI-M1 and
OCI-M2 cells were treated for 0, 30, 60, 120, or 240 min with 400 μM TBHP. Cell lysates were harvested
and subjected to western blot analysis (n=3). d. ROS inhibition prevents PIM inhibitor-mediated
feedback activation of p38. OCI-M1 (2.105 cells/well in 6-well plate) and OCI-M2 (4.105 cells/well
in 6-well plate) cells were treated for 48 hours with 2 μM AZD1208, 5 mM NAC, or the combination.
Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to western blot analysis (n=3)

AZD1208 treatment elevates ROS levels
We subsequently investigated the mechanism by which PIM inhibition results in p38
activation. A recent study by Song et al. demonstrated that Pim knockout results in elevated
reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) (Song et al.,
2015). Since ROS is a known activator of p38 signaling (Ito et al., 2006), we measured total
ROS and mitochondrial superoxide levels upon AZD1208 treatment in OCI-M1 and OCI-M2
cell lines (Figure 4A-B). Interestingly, both ROS and superoxide levels were increased upon
PIM inhibition, which could be reverted by treating cells with the ROS scavenger N-acetylcysteine (NAC). To validate that increased ROS levels can activate p38 in our cell lines, we
treated OCI-M1 and OCI-M2 cell lines with ROS-inducing tert-butyl hydrogen peroxide
(TBHP). As expected, induction of ROS levels results in rapid activation of p38 (Figure 4C).
Furthermore, NAC prevented the activation of p38 signaling upon AZD1208 treatment
and blocked activation of S6/4EBP1 (Figure 4D). These results suggest that PIM-inhibitor
mediated upregulation of ROS might induce therapy resistance by activation of p38/AKT
signaling.
Pharmacological inhibition of p38α enhances the efficacy of AZD1208 in primary AML
cells and mouse xenografts
To translate our findings into a possible combination therapy in the clinic, we performed
ex vivo drug testing assays with PIM-expressing AML patient-derived mononuclear cells
obtained from the Erasmus Medical Center (Rotterdam, The Netherlands). Unfortunately,
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Figure 5: Suppression of p38 signaling restores sensitivity to PIM inhibition in primary AML
cells and mouse xenografts
a-b. Inhibition of p38 enhances AZD1208 response in primary AML cells. Patient cells were treated
with increasing concentrations of AZD1208 (x-axis) and co-treated with 0.313 μM, 1.25 μM, or 5
μM SCIO-469. Growth was measured after 4 days using MTT. A day 0 measurement was used as a
baseline value (y-axis = ‘0’) for growth. Negative relative growth indicates a cytotoxic effect (n=2).
c. Combined p38/PIM inhibition suppresses mTOR signaling. Primary AML cells were treated for 24
hours with 1 μM AZD1208, 10 μM SCIO-469, or the combination. Cell lysates were harvested and
subjected to western blot analysis. d-g. Inhibition of p38 enhances AZD1208 response in a validation
set of primary AML cells. Cells were treated with increasing concentrations of AZD1208 (x-axis)
and co-treated with 0.3 μM, 1 μM, or 3 μM SCIO-469. Viability was measured after 72 hours using
CellTiter-Glo. A day 0 measurement was used as a baseline value (y-axis = ‘0’) for growth. Negative
relative growth indicates a cytotoxic effect (n=2). h. SCIO-469 is synergistic with AZD1208. Primary
AML cells were treated with 2-fold dilutions of AZD1208, SCIO-469, or the combination. Viability
was assessed by CellTiter-Blue and used to calculate synergy scores. i. Dual PIM/p38 inhibition
suppresses tumor growth in a xenograft model. K562 cells (5.106) were subcutaneously implanted
in Rag2−/−IL2γc−/− mice. Once tumors were established, animals were treated with vehicle, AZD1208
(30 mg/kg), SB202190 (5 mg/kg), or both drugs in combination. j. Mean tumor volume after 18 days
treatment. Vehicle (n=11), AZD1208 (n=12), SB202190 (n=18), and combination (n=14). P-values
were calculated via one-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s test.

only 2 out of 7 available samples proliferated ex vivo, and were therefore considered for further
experiments (Figure S4A). Since this particular drug combination mainly acts cytostatic
rather than cytotoxic, we used the T0 value as a baseline (y-axis = ‘0’) for viability in the
presented graphs rather than phenyl arsenic oxide (PAO). As a result, negative relative growth
indicates a cytotoxic effect. Combined p38/PIM inhibitor treatment reduced proliferation
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in both AZD1208 resistant (#4576) and sensitive (#3186A) patient samples (Figure 5A-B).
Furthermore, dual p38/PIM inhibition prevented feedback activation of mTOR signaling in
these cells (Figure 5C).
To extend these findings, we tested an additional 7 AML patient samples derived from the
Helsinki University Central Hospital (Helsinki, Finland). Five of these samples proliferated
ex vivo, and were therefore considered for further experiments (Figure S4B). Combined p38/
PIM inhibitor treatment reduced cell growth in 4 out of 5 samples (#3853, #4361, # 4368,
and #4374) (Figure 5D-G and S4C). We subsequently performed a synergy analysis on all
6 samples (both Rotterdam and Helsinki data sets) (Figure 5H and S4D). We observed high
synergy scores and low combination indices in 4 of the 6 samples tested, suggesting that the
combination of p38/PIM inhibitors is potentially beneficial for the treatment of AML.
Our in vitro and ex vivo data suggest that PIM and p38 inhibition should also be synergistic
when combined in vivo. To test this, we xenografted K562 cells into immunodeficient mice,
treated animals with vehicle, AZD1208, SB202190, or the combination and assessed tumor
growth (Figure 5I-J). Single agent treatment did not inhibit tumor growth, whereas again only
the combined treatment significantly reduced growth.

Discussion
Novel therapies are of utmost importance for the treatment of AML and DLBCL, since many
patients relapse with conventional therapies (Dohner et al., 2010; Friedberg, 2011). PIM
kinases are often overexpressed and represent an interesting target due to the availability of
highly selective inhibitors. Furthermore, mice deficient for all Pim kinases have no significant
phenotype, which may indicate a favorable toxicity profile of specific PIM inhibitors in vivo
(Mikkers et al., 2004). However, similar to other targeted agents, resistance to PIM inhibitors
occurs. This study provides a rationale to test a combination of p38 and PIM inhibitors
in clinical trials. We demonstrated that resistance to AZD1208 occurs through feedback
activation of mTOR signaling, which is mediated by ROS, p38, and AKT (Figure 6).
A recent study by Song et al. demonstrated elevated ROS levels upon Pim loss in mouse
embryonic fibroblast cells (Song et al., 2015). Triple knock-out cells for Pim1, -2, and
-3 were found to have decreased expression of genes involved in mitochondrial oxidative
phosphorylation and lower levels of the ROS detoxifying genes superoxide dismutase (SOD)
1, -2, and -3, glutathione peroxidase 4 (GPX4), and peroxiredoxin 3 (PRDX3). Another study
by Lilli et al. describes that PIM expression delays mitochondrial dysfunction and ROS
production upon IL-3 starvation in the murine myeloid cell line FDCP1 (Lilly et al., 1999).
However, these findings were not the result of reduced SOD activity, but suggested to be
through elevated expression of BCL-2. This gene mainly plays a role in apoptosis, but also
modulates oxidative phosphorylation and ROS levels (Esposti et al., 1999; Lagadinou et al.,
2013). Interestingly, several groups have reported a synergistic interaction between PIM and
BCL-2 inhibitors in hematological and solid tumors (Cervantes-Gomez et al., 2015; Song and
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Figure 6. Schematic overview of feedback activation of mTOR signaling upon PIM inhibition
AZD1208 treatment inhibits PIM activity; thereby elevating ROS levels which subsequently results
in resistance through activation of p38, AKT, and mTOR signaling. Combined treatment of AZD1208
with either a p38 inhibitor (SCIO-469) or an AKT inhibitor (MK2206) prevents feedback activation
of mTOR and restores PIM inhibitor sensitivity. Single mTOR inhibitor treatment (AZD8055) also
prevents cell growth, indicating the dependency of hematopoietic tumor cells to this pathway.

Kraft, 2012).
Our results are in concordance with previous findings showing synergy between PIM
and PI3K or AKT inhibitors (Blanco-Aparicio et al., 2011; Meja et al., 2014). However,
these studies lacked insights in the mechanism underlying this synergistic interaction. Even
more important, p38 inhibitors — which are in clinical trial for diseases such as rheumatoid
arthritis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and multiple myeloma — are likely less toxic
than PI3K, AKT, and mTOR inhibitors and could therefore be preferred for combination
therapies. Lower toxicity is particularly important since these targeted agents will likely be
used on top of a chemotherapeutic backbone. To conclude, our findings suggest that AML
patients might benefit from combined PIM and p38 inhibitor treatment.
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Materials and methods
Cell culture and lentiviral transduction
OCI-M1 and OCI-M2 cells were cultured in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM).
EOL-1, CMK, MOLM-16, KG1a, TMD8, U2932, and K562 cells were cultured in Roswell Park
Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640. Medium was supplemented with 16% fetal calf serum (FCS),
1% glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and cells were grown at 37°C and 5% CO2.
All cells were purchased at DSMZ, except TMD8, which was a kind gift from AstraZeneca,
and K562, which was available within The Netherlands Cancer Institute. Cultured cells were
routinely tested for mycoplasma infection.
PEI transfection of HEK293T cells was used to produce lentiviral supernatant. Target cells
were seeded 1 day before infection. Lentivirus was added to the medium in the presence
of 5 µg/ml polybrene. Cells were selected for successful lentiviral integration using 2 µg/
ml puromycin. All lentiviral shRNA vectors were retrieved from the arrayed TRC human
genome-wide shRNA collection. For individual knock down of genes, the following hairpins
were used:
p38α _TRCN0000000513_CCATTTCAGTCCATCATTCAT;
p38α_TRCN0000010052_GTTCAGTTCCTTATCTACCAA;
Control infections were performed with the empty pLKO.1 vector.
Synthetic lethality screen
A kinome library — consisting of 3530 short hairpins RNAs (shRNA) in lentiviral vectors,
targeting 535 kinases and kinase-related genes — was used to infect OCI-M1 cells with 1000fold coverage. Cells were cultured in the absence or presence of drug in biological replicates for
16 days, followed by genomic DNA isolation using the DNAeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen).
shRNA cassettes were amplified using Phusion High Fidelity DNA polymerase (Thermo
Scientific) by performing a 2 step PCR amplification: (1) 98°C, 30 s; (2) 98°C, 10s; (3) 60°C,
20 s; (4) 72°C, 1 min; (5) to step 2, 16 cycles; (6) 72°C, 5 min; (7) 4°C. The abundance of each
hairpin in the treated versus untreated pools was determined by Illumina next generation
sequencing.
Protein lysate preparation and western blot analysis
Cells were lysed using RIPA buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1% NP-40,
0.5% sodium deoxycholate and 0.1% SDS supplemented with protease inhibitors (Complete,
Roche) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails II and III (Sigma). Sample buffer (60mM Tris
pH 6.8, 5% glycerol, 1% SDS, 2% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.02% bromophenol blue) was added,
lysates were boiled for 10 minutes, and equal amounts of sample were subjected to SDS gel
electrophoresis followed by western blotting. Primary antibody against HSP90 (SC-7947)
was purchased from Santa Cruz. Antibodies against clPARP (#5625), PIM1 (#3247), PIM2
(#4730), p-AKT (#4060), AKT (#2920), p-PRAS40 (#2997), PRAS40 (#2610), p-S6 (#2215),
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S6 (#2217), p-4EBP1 (#9456), 4EBP1 (#9452), p-BAD (#5284), BAD (#9292), p-p38 (#4511),
p38 (#8690), p-MK2 (#3007), MK2 (#3042), and p-MKK4 (#9156) were from Cell Signaling.
Secondary antibodies were obtained from Bio-Rad Laboratories. AZD1208 was a kind gift
from AstraZeneca. SCIO-469 was purchased from Tocris, SB202190 from Selleckchem, and
NAC from Sigma.

2

Quantitative RT-PCR
RNA was isolated using a Quick-RNA MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research, #R1055). Subsequent
cDNA synthesis was performed using Maxima Universal First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Thermo scientific, # K1661).
The 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System from Applied Biosystems was used to measure
mRNA levels. mRNA expression levels were normalized to expression of GAPDH. The
following primer sequences were used in the SYBR Green master mix:
GAPDH_forward
5’-AAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCAA-3’;
GAPDH_reverse 		
5’-AATGAAGGGGTCATTGATGG-3’;
MAPK14_forward
5’-TGGAGAGCTTCTTCACTGCC-3’;
MAPK14_reverse
5’-CGAGCGTTACCAGAACCTGT-3’
ROS measurement
Respectively 2.5.105 and 5.105 OCI-M1 and OCI-M2 cells per well were seeded in a 6-well
plate in 2 ml medium with or without 5 μM AZD1208. Following 48 hours of culture, positive
and negative control cells were treated according to the manufacturer’s instructions with 400
μM tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP) and 5 mM N-acetyl cysteine (NAC). All samples were
incubated for 1 hour with 500 nM CellROX green (ROS indicator, Molecular Probes) or 5
μM MitoSOX red (mitochondrial superoxide indicator, Molecular Probes) and subsequently
analyzed by flow cytometry using 488 nm excitation for CellROX green and 510 nm excitation
for MitoSOX red.
CellTiter-Blue viability assay
Respectively 400 (OCI-M1), 500 (EOL-1), 1000 (U2932, K562, CMK), 2500 (OCI-M2 and
TMD8), or 5000 (MOLM-16, KG1a) cells per well were seeded in a 96-well plate. After 24
hours, drugs were added to the medium in 2-fold serial dilutions using a HP Direct Digital
Dispenser. After 5 days of culture CellTiter-Blue (Promega) was added. The conversion of
resazurin into resorufin was measured by using an EnVision Multilabel Reader. Treatment
with 10 μM phenyl arsenic oxide – resulting in complete cell death – was used as a baseline
for viability.
Growth assays using primary AML ex vivo cultures
MTT assay (Rotterdam)
AML patient samples were obtained at diagnosis from bone marrow or peripheral blood of
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patients who had given informed consent according to institutional guidelines. Based on the
gene expression profile, primary AML samples expressing high PIM1 levels were selected for
further experiments.
Patient samples, previously frozen in liquid nitrogen in the presence of 10% DMSO, were
thawed and suspended in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 20% FCS, 1% insulin-transferrinsodium selenite media supplement (Sigma-Aldrich), 1% L-glutamine, and 2% gentamicin.
All samples contained 90% leukemic cells, determined morphologically on May–Grünwald–
Giemsa (Merck)-stained cytospins.
Cells were plated in 96-well plates (1.5.105 cells/well) containing AZD1208 and/or SCIO469. After 4 days of culture, 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyl tetrazoliumbromide
(MTT, 5 mg/ml, Sigma Aldrich) was added and the plates were incubated for an additional
6 hours. During this incubation, the MTT tetrazolium salt is reduced to purple-blue
formazan crystals by viable cells. Crystals were dissolved by acidified isopropanol (0.04N
HCl–isopropyl alcohol) and the optical density (OD) was measured at 562nm (VersaMax,
Molecular Devices). Cell viability for each sample was furthermore measured at 0 hours to
monitor cell growth during the 96 hours of culture.
It is important to note that a much larger number of cells derived from primary samples
compared to cell lines is used per well for viability experiments. This results in a T0 read-out
value that is much higher than PAO (whereas for cell line experiments these values are almost
equal). Since this particular drug combination mainly acts cytostatic rather than cytotoxic, we
used the T0 value as a baseline for viability in the presented graphs (y-axis = ‘0’). As a result,
negative relative growth indicates a cytotoxic effect.
CellTiter-Glo assay (Helsinki)
Bone marrow samples obtained from 5 diagnostic (samples 4325, 4361, 4368, 4374 and 4401)
and 2 relapsed AML patients (samples 3853 and 370) with informed consent (approval #
239/13/03/00/2010, 303/13/03/01/2011) were applied for the drug testing experiments.
Leukemic blast counts of the bone marrow samples were between 25 and 90%. Previously
frozen mononuclear cells derived from these samples, isolated by Ficoll density gradient
(Ficoll-Paque PREMIUM; GE Healthcare), were thawed and suspended in RPMI 1640
supplemented with 10% FCS, 12,5% human bone marrow stromal cell line HS-5 conditioned
media (Roecklein and Torok-Storb, 1995), and 1% penicillin and streptomycin. 8000 cells per
well were added in a 384 well plate containing AZD1208 and/or SCIO-469. After 72 hours
of culture, CellTiter-Glo (Promega) reagent was added to the wells to measure ATP levels –
the amount of ATP is proportional to the number of viable cells present. Luminescence was
measured using a PHERAstar plate reader (BMG Labtech). Cell viability for each sample was
furthermore measured at 0 hours to monitor cell growth during the 72 hours of culture.
It is important to note that a much larger number of cells derived from primary samples
compared to cell lines is used per well for viability experiments. This results in a T0 read-out
value that is much higher than PAO (whereas for cell line experiments these values are almost
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equal). Since this particular drug combination mainly acts cytostatic rather than cytotoxic, we
used the T0 value as a baseline for viability in the presented graphs (y-axis = ‘0’). As a result,
negative relative growth indicates a cytotoxic effect.

2

Mouse xenografts
6- to 8-wk-old male Rag2−/−IL2γc−/− mice were housed in a specific pathogen-free facility
in individually ventilated cages at the Animal Core Facilities of the Center for Applied
Medical Research (University of Navarra). All mouse experiments were performed in
compliance with protocols approved by the local Animal Ethics Committee, which conform
to institutional and national regulatory standards on experimental animal usage. K562 cells
(5.106) were subcutaneously implanted with matrigel (BD Bioscience) into the right flank
of mice. When tumor size reached ~50 to 100 mm3, mice were randomly assigned and
treated once daily with 30 mg/kg AZD1208 (AstraZeneca) by oral gavage and/or 5 mg/kg
SB202190 (LC Laboratories) by intraperitoneal injection. Control group received vehicle
(0.5% hydroxypropyl methylcellulose and 1% DMSO). All groups were composed of 11 to
18 mice. Tumor volume was measured three times per week with calipers and calculated as
tumor volume = (length × width2) × 0.5.
Synergy score calculation
Cells were seeded in a 96-well plate (384-well plate for Helsinki samples) and treated with 5*5
pairs (5*9 for Helsinki samples) of serially diluted drugs for the indicated number of days.
Cell viability was measured using CellTiter-Blue (cell lines), MTT (Rotterdam samples), or
CellTiter-Glo (Helsinki samples).
Measurements were normalized using ‘normalized percentage inhibition’(Boutros et al.,
2006). Values were transformed to values between 0 and 1 using the formula y = (x-p) /(n p)
where x is the experimental value, n is the mean of the negative control, and p is the mean
of the positive control (PAO). The effect level was calculated as: (1 - normalized value.) *
100 percent. A second matrix, the Loewe matrix, reflects the expected effect levels in case of
additivity of the two drugs. The expected values were calculated using the formula of Loewe:
D1/Dx1 + D2/Dx2 = 1 where D1 and D2 are the dose of respectively drug 1 and drug 2 in
the combination. Dx1 is the single dose you would need from drug 1 in order to have the
same effect x as the combination. Dx2 is this value for drug 2. Dx1 and Dx2 were determined
using a fitted dose effect curve. The additive effect was determined with an heuristic method,
in which for subsequent effect levels the outcome of the formula is calculated. The method
starts with the highest effect of the two single drugs, for which the outcome of the formula
will always be ≥ 1. The method continues until the value of 1 is crossed or the maximum of
100 is reached. The synergy score is calculated as the total of the positive values in the matrix
divided by 100 (Lehar et al., 2009). Combination indices were calculated using the ChouTalalay method (Chou, 2010). Self-self synergy scores/ combination indices are the average
score of all self-self drugs tested per cell line.
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Abstract
The majority of high-risk neuroblastoma patients are refractory to, or relapse on current
treatment regimens, resulting in 5-year survival rates of less than 50%. This emphasizes
the urgent need to identify novel therapeutic targets. Here, we report that PIM kinases
are expressed in neuroblastoma and that high PIM kinase expression is correlated with
poor overall survival. Treatment of neuroblastoma cell lines with the pan-PIM inhibitors
AZD1208 or PIM-447 suppressed proliferation through inhibition of mTOR signaling. In a
panel of neuroblastoma cell lines, we observed a marked binary response to PIM inhibition,
suggesting that specific genetic lesions control responses to PIM inhibition. Using a genomewide CRISPR-Cas9 genetic screen, we identified NF1 loss as the major resistance mechanism
to PIM kinase inhibitors. Thus, our data indicate that PIM inhibition may be a novel targeted
therapy in NF1 wild type neuroblastoma.
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Neuroblastoma is a pediatric malignancy originating from precursor cells of the sympathetic
nervous system (Marshall et al., 2014). It accounts for 8-10 percent of all childhood cancers
and is the most common type of cancer diagnosed in infants (Cheung and Dyer, 2013).
Tumor behavior is highly heterogeneous, varying from spontaneous regression to aggressive
metastatic disease. Patients with high-risk tumors have a poor prognosis due to refractory or
relapsed disease, with 5-year survival rates of less than 50 percent (Maris, 2010). Treatment
options are mainly limited to surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, and stem cell transplantation
(Maris, 2010). Unfortunately, compared to more common malignancies, relatively few
targeted agents are being evaluated for the treatment of neuroblastoma. The only FDAapproved targeted therapy is a monoclonal antibody (dinutuximab) targeting the cell surface
glycolipid GD2, which is administered in combination with granulocyte macrophage colonystimulating factor (GM-CSF), interleukin-2 (IL-2), and 13-cis retinoic acid (isotretinoin) (Yu
et al., 2010). It is therefore essential to identify novel targeted therapies for the treatment of
neuroblastoma.
PIM serine/threonine kinases (PIM1, -2, and -3) are overexpressed in many hematological
malignancies and several solid cancers (Nawijn et al., 2011). Due to a short half-life, the
activity of these constitutively active kinases is mainly regulated at a transcriptional level by
the JAK/STAT pathway (Matikainen et al., 1999; Miura et al., 1994; Qian et al., 2005; Stout
et al., 2004). Many PIM kinase substrates are commonly regulated by AKT/mTOR signaling,
including PRAS40 (Zhang et al., 2009), TSC2 (Lu et al., 2013), 4EBP1 (Tamburini et al., 2009),
the pro-apoptotic protein BAD (Aho et al., 2004; Macdonald et al., 2006; Yan et al., 2003),
and the cell cycle regulating proteins p21CIP1 (Zhang et al., 2007) and p27KIP1 (Morishita et
al., 2008). PIM kinases are highly homologous and share a unique hinge region that results
in a distinct ATP binding site (Bullock et al., 2005; Qian et al., 2005), which has led to the
development of highly specific pan-PIM inhibitors, such as AZD1208 (Keeton et al., 2014)
and PIM-447 (Burger et al., 2015). Furthermore, Pim1, Pim2, and Pim3 deficient mice are
viably and only display mild phenotypic changes such as reduced body size, which might
indicate a favorable toxicity profile for PIM kinase inhibitors in human patients (Mikkers et
al., 2004).
Although PIM kinases are, thus far, mostly studied in hematological malignancies, an
increasing number of reports demonstrate a role for these kinases in solid cancers. For instance,
PIM1 was recently found to be overexpressed in triple-negative (TN) breast cancer, in which
high mRNA expression correlated with poor clinical outcome (Braso-Maristany et al., 2016;
Horiuchi et al., 2016). In addition, MYC-positive TN cell lines and patient-derived xenografts
were found to be sensitive to PIM inhibitors. Since the role of PIM kinases in neuroblastoma
is still unknown, we investigated PIM kinase inhibitors as a potential therapeutic strategy for
the treatment of neuroblastoma.
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Results
High PIM expression is associated with poor clinical outcome
To determine whether high PIM expression might be associated with survival in neuroblastoma
patients, we analyzed microarray data from a large cohort (n=476) of neuroblastoma patients
(Kocak et al., 2013). We classified patients using median PIM expression as a cut-off value
(Figure 1A-C). Interestingly, high expression of either PIM1, -2, or -3 was significantly
correlated with poor overall survival in this cohort. Since PIM kinases are highly redundant,
we hypothesized that patients with low expression of all PIM genes would have a better overall
survival than patients with high expression of at least one of the PIMs. This classifier further
improved the separation between patients with good and poor overall survival (Figure 1D).
To determine whether high PIM expression is a prognostic biomarker, we calculated hazard
ratio’s using a Cox regression analysis (Figure 1I). Importantly, high expression of at least
one of the three PIM kinases versus low expression of all PIMs was significantly associated
with poor overall survival in a multivariate model and is therefore a potential prognostic
biomarker.
We also determined the level of PIM expression across all tumor stages (Figure 1E-G).
PIM1 and -2 expression was significantly higher in stage 4 tumors compared to the other
stages. We furthermore found statistically significant differential expression of PIM2 and -3
between MYCN amplified and non-amplified tumors (Figure 1H). The same trends between
PIM expression and outcome were observed in a second cohort of 88 patients (Figure S1)
(Molenaar et al., 2012), but not all differences reached statistical significance, most likely due
to the smaller cohort size.
PIM kinases are a potential therapeutic target in neuroblastoma
To investigate PIM kinases as a potential therapeutic target in neuroblastoma, we first analyzed
PIM protein levels in a panel of 14 neuroblastoma cell lines (Figure 2A). The majority of
cell lines expressed high levels of PIM1 and -3 and to a lesser extent PIM2. We observed
no differential PIM expression between MYCN amplified and non-amplified cell lines.
Furthermore, several cell lines displayed high phospho-STAT3 levels — one of the upstream
regulators of PIM.
To determine the dependency of neuroblastoma cells on PIM kinases, we performed
siRNA-mediated depletion of PIM1, -2, or -3 in KELLY and SH-SY5Y cell lines (Figure 2B-C
and Figure S2A-B). Even though PIM kinases are described to be redundant, suppression of
PIM1 was sufficient to reduce the viability of both cell lines. We next investigated whether high
PIM expression can be exploited therapeutically by treating all 14 cell lines with the selective
pan-PIM inhibitor AZD1208 in both a short-term CellTiter-Blue cell viability assay (Figure
S2C-D) and a long-term colony formation assay (Figure 2D). Interestingly, approximately
one third of the cell lines responded to treatment, whereas the other cell lines were resistant.
We validated these results by repeating the colony formation assays with another pan-PIM
PIM kinases are a prognostic biomarker and therapeutic target in neuroblastoma
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Figure 1. PIM expression is a potential prognostic biomarker in neuroblastoma
a-d. High PIM mRNA expression correlates with poor overall survival in neuroblastoma. KaplanMeier survival curves of the Kocak cohort (476 patients) demonstrate overall patient survival, using
median PIM expression as a cut-off value for high versus low expression. High PIM1/2/3 indicates
patients with high expression of either PIM1, -2, or -3. P-values were calculated using a log-rank test.
e-g. PIM1 and -2 expression is highest in stage 4 neuroblastoma patients (Kocak cohort). P-values
were calculated using a one-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s test. p ≤ 0.05 (*), p ≤ 0.01 (**), p ≤ 0.001
(***), and p ≤ 0.0001 (****) h. PIM expression in MYCN amplified and non-amplified tumors (Kocak
cohort). P-values were calculated using an unpaired T-test. p ≤ 0.01 (**) i. Cox regression survival
analysis of the Kocak cohort was used to calculate hazard ratios. CI = 95% confidence interval.

inhibitor (PIM-447) in 3 AZD1208-sensitive and 3 AZD1208-resistant cell lines (Figure
S2E-F).
To gain insights into the biochemical differences underlying these responses, we treated 3
sensitive and 3 resistant cell lines with 2 μM AZD1208 for 0, 4, 24, and 48 hours and analyzed
the activity of downstream components of PIM signaling (Figure 2E). Only sensitive cell lines
demonstrated reduced phosphorylation of p-70, S6, and 4EBP1 upon AZD1208 treatment,
while MYC protein levels remained unaffected upon treatment. Again, we observed similar
responses upon treatment with PIM-447 (Figure S2G).
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Figure 2. PIM kinases are expressed in neuroblastoma and are a potential therapeutic target
a. Neuroblastoma cell lines express PIM kinases. Western blot of lysates generated from 14
neuroblastoma cell lines. b-c. Knockdown of PIM reduces cell line viability. KELLY and SH-SY5Y
cell lines were plated in 96-well plates, transfected with a scrambled siRNA (siCTRL) or siRNAs
targeting PIM1, -2, or -3, cultured for 5 days, and viability was measured using CellTiter-Blue (n=3).
d. Neuroblastoma cell lines demonstrate differential sensitivity to AZD1208 in a colony formation
assay. Cells were plated in 6-well plates and treated with increasing concentrations of AZD1208.
Drug-containing medium was refreshed every 3 days. Cells were fixed, stained, and scanned when
untreated wells reached confluency (n=3). e. AZD1208-resistant cell lines demonstrate sustained
mTOR signaling upon treatment. Cells were treated with 2 μM AZD1208 for 0, 4, 24, and 48 hours
followed by western blot analysis (n=3).
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3

CRISPR-Cas9 screen identifies genes whose loss confers PIM inhibitor resistance
The clear binary response of the neuroblastoma cell lines to the PIM inhibitors suggests the
presence of an underlying mutation that confers resistance, which might be used as a biomarker
for response. To identify genes whose loss renders cells insensitive to AZD1208 treatment,
we performed a loss-of-function genome-wide CRISPR-Cas9 genetic screen (Figure 3A). We
infected the PIM inhibitor sensitive KELLY cell line with lentivirus containing the GECKO
library A, cultured cells in the presence or absence of 2 μM AZD1208 for 30 days, followed by
genomic DNA isolation, PCR amplification of the gRNAs, and next generation sequencing.
To assess the efficacy of our screen, we analyzed the abundance of gRNAs targeting nonessential and essential genes in the untreated cells versus time point zero (T0) (Figure S3).
Whereas the relative abundance of gRNAs targeting non-essential genes remained stable
over time, gRNAs targeting essential genes were depleted in the untreated cells compared to
T0. Next, we analyzed which gRNAs were enriched in the treated versus untreated samples.
Interestingly, we found a gRNA targeting the RAS-GAP NF1 and gRNAs targeting negative
regulators of the AKT/mTOR pathway PTEN, TSC1, DEPDC5, and STK11 to be significantly
enriched (Figure 3B). We validated these hits by creating polyclonal knockout cell lines, in
which we subsequently determined the response to AZD1208 using colony formation assays
(Figure 3C). Whereas KELLY cells infected with a non-targeting gRNA remained sensitive to
AZD1208, knockout of either of the hit genes conferred resistance to PIM inhibitor treatment.
Knockout was assessed by western blot analysis if respective antibodies were available (Figure
3D). Since all hit genes are known to regulate mTOR signaling, we analyzed the activity of
S6 and 4EBP1 upon AZD1208 treatment in the context of the particular knockouts (Figure
3D). Similar to our observations in neuroblastoma cell lines that are intrinsically resistant to
PIM inhibitor treatment (Figure 2D), knockout of the genes identified in the genetic screen
resulted in persistent mTOR signaling upon PIM inhibition.
NF1 loss modulates sensitivity to PIM kinase inhibitors
NF1 protein is estimated to be lost in approximately 1 out of 3 neuroblastoma tumors (Holzel
et al., 2010), whereas mutations in PTEN, TSC1, DEPDC5, and STK11 rarely occur or have not
been reported in neuroblastoma. Therefore, we analyzed the cell line panel for NF1 protein
levels to investigate whether NF1 loss could be a potential biomarker to predict PIM inhibitor
resistance (Figure 3E). 5 out of 14 cell lines demonstrated complete loss of NF1 and were
resistant to AZD1208. Furthermore, the resistant cell line SK-N-AS demonstrated partial loss
of NF1, which has previously been reported, and in addition carries an NRASQ61 mutation
(Holzel et al., 2010). The cell lines IMR32, NB90-6, and CLB-MA were resistant to AZD1208
despite being NF1 wild type, which indicates that other genes may also modulate the response
to PIM inhibitors. Consistent with a causal role for NF1 in PIM inhibitor resistance, all
AZD1208 sensitive cell lines in the panel expressed NF1 protein.
To further assess the effect of NF1 loss on AZD1208 sensitivity, we created NF1 knockout
cells using 2 different gRNAs in KELLY, SH-SY5Y, and SK-N-SH cell lines. These NF1
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Figure 3. A CRISPR-Cas9 genetic screen identifies mediators of PIM inhibitor resistance
a. Schematic outline of the resistance screen. KELLY cells were infected with the genome wide
GECKO library A and cultured in the presence or absence of 2 μM AZD1208. After 30 days, genomic
DNA was isolated, gRNA sequences were PCR amplified, and the abundance of each gRNA in the
treated versus untreated condition was determined by next generation sequencing. b. The screen
identifies loss of NF1 and genes regulating AKT/mTOR signaling as potential resistance mechanisms.
The x-axis depicts the average number of sequencing reads in the untreated/treated samples.
The y-axis depicts the log2 fold change in abundance of gRNAs in the treated versus untreated
population. A log2 fold change of 5 was used as cut-off to select hits. c. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
knockout of NF1, PTEN, TSC1, STK11, or DEPDC5 induces resistance to AZD1208. KELLY cells were
plated in 6-well plates and treated with AZD1208. Drug-containing medium was refreshed every
3 days. Cells were fixed, stained, and scanned when untreated wells reached confluency (n=3).
d. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knockout of NF1, PTEN, TSC1, STK11, or DEPDC5 results in sustained
mTOR signaling upon PIM inhibition. KELLY cells were treated with 2 μM AZD1208 for 48 hours,
followed by western blot analysis (n=3). e. NF1 loss correlates with AZD1208 resistance in a panel of
neuroblastoma cell lines. Western blot of lysates generated from 14 neuroblastoma cell lines.

knockout cells were subsequently treated with AZD1208 or PIM-447 in a colony formation
assay (Figure 4A and Figure S4A-E). In concordance with the initial results, NF1 loss induced
resistance to both AZD1208 and PIM-447. To gain insights into the biochemical response
underlying the resistance, we treated control and NF1 knockout cell lines with AZD1208
or PIM-447 for 0, 24, and 48 hours (Figure 4B and Figure S4F-G). In line with NF1 being
PIM kinases are a prognostic biomarker and therapeutic target in neuroblastoma
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a negative regulator of RAS, we observed strong phosphorylation of downstream ERK and
AKT in NF1 knockout cells. Whereas PIM inhibition suppressed phosphorylation of S6 and
4EBP1 in cell lines infected with a non-targeting gRNA, their activity was maintained upon
NF1 loss.
To validate our findings in vivo, we subcutaneously injected control and NF1 knockout
KELLY cells into nude mice, and treated mice once daily with vehicle or AZD1208 when
tumors reached 80mm3 (Figure 4C and Figure S5A-C). Whereas NF1 knockout tumors were
found to be insensitive to AZD1208, the survival of mice harboring NF1 wild type tumors was
significantly prolonged upon PIM inhibitor treatment.

3

Combined PIM and MEK inhibition to overcome resistance
Since NF1 knockout cells display elevated MAPK signaling (Figure 4B), we wondered whether
the addition of a MEK inhibitor could alleviate resistance to PIM inhibitors. To assess the
potential of this combination strategy, we co-treated control and NF1 knockout KELLY, SHSY5Y, and SK-N-SH cells with AZD1208 and cobimetinib (Figure 4D and Figure S6A-B).
We found that dual treatment sensitized NF1 knockout cell lines to AZD1208 in KELLY and
SH-SY5Y cells. SK-N-SH cells displayed increased sensitivity to cobimetinib mono-treatment
upon NF1 loss, and therefore demonstrated no additional benefit of PIM inhibitor treatment.
We subsequently investigated whether this dual treatment could also prevent resistance to
PIM inhibition in the ‘naturally’ NF1 deficient cell lines from our cell line panel (Figure
S6C-E). However, in line with a previous report (Eleveld et al., 2015), these NF1 deficient
cells were highly sensitive to MEK inhibitor mono-treatment, due to a dependency on MAPK
signaling, which was not enhanced by AZD1208.
Our data demonstrate that PIM kinase inhibitors suppress in vitro and in vivo growth of
NF1 wild type neuroblastoma cell lines. However, the long-term benefit of targeted therapies is
generally hampered by the development of resistance. In line with this observation, AZD1208
initially suppressed in vivo growth of KELLY cells, but did not prevent long-term tumor
outgrowth (Figure 4C and Figure S5A-C). Rationally designed combinations of targeted
drugs are essential to prevent therapy resistance. Since dual inhibition of PIM and MEK could
sensitize NF1 knockout cell lines to AZD1208, we determined whether this combination
could prevent long-term outgrowth of wild type cells. We treated KELLY cells with AZD1208,
cobimetinib, or the combination in a long-term in vitro assay while monitoring cell density
(Figure 4E). In concordance with the in vivo data, PIM inhibition initially suppressed cell
growth, but adaptive resistance occurred upon prolonged treatment. Moreover, while KELLY
cells were insensitive to MEK inhibitor mono-treatment, combined PIM and MEK inhibition
could induce a long-term therapy response. These data suggest a potential benefit of combined
PIM and MEK inhibition to prevent the outgrowth of resistant tumor cells.
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Figure 4. Combined PIM and MEK inhibition to overcome resistance
a. NF1 loss results in resistance to AZD1208 in a colony formation assay. KELLY cells were plated
in 6-well plates and treated with increasing concentrations of AZD1208. Drug-containing medium
was refreshed every 3 days. Cells were fixed, stained, and scanned when untreated wells reached
confluency (n=3). b. NF1 knockout results in enhanced MAPK and AKT signaling and sustained mTOR
signaling upon PIM inhibition. KELLY cell lines were treated with 2 μM AZD1208 for 0, 24, and 48
hours followed by western blot analysis (n=3). c. PIM inhibition suppresses tumor growth of NF1 wild
type KELLY cells in a xenograft model. KELLY cells (1.106 cells) were subcutaneously implanted in
NMRI mice. Once tumors were established (80mm3), animals were treated with vehicle or AZD1208
(90 mg/kg). d. MEK inhibition is sufficient to overcome NF1 knockout-mediated AZD1208 resistance.
KELLY cells were plated in 6-well plates and treated with AZD1208, cobimetinib, or the combination.
Drug-containing medium was refreshed every 3 days. Cells were fixed, stained, and scanned when
untreated wells reached confluency (n=3). e. Combined PIM and MEK inhibition prevents long-term
resistance. KELLY cells were plated in 24-well plates and treated with AZD1208, cobimetinib, or the
combination. Drug-containing medium was refreshed every 3 days. Cell confluency was determined
every 4 hours using the Incucyte (n=2).
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Discussion

3

Even though neuroblastoma is the most common malignancy in infants, the number of
treatment options is limited compared to more frequently occurring types of cancer in
adults. Due to the low absolute number of patients, there is a lack of financial incentive for
pharmaceutical companies to develop compounds that are solely used in neuroblastoma. To
overcome this problem, novel therapeutic targets in neuroblastoma should ideally be targetable
by drugs that are currently in use or development for more frequent adult malignancies.
There are several recurrent mutations in neuroblastoma that might represent vulnerabilities
that can be targeted pharmacologically. For instance, ALK mutations occur in 8-12% of all
neuroblastoma (Bresler et al., 2014; Mosse et al., 2008). This observation led to a phase I
clinical trial assessing the efficacy of the ALK inhibitor crizotinib in neuroblastoma patients.
However, out of the 11 patients with ALK-mutant tumors, only one patient demonstrated
a complete response and two patients displayed stable disease upon crizotinib treatment
(Mosse et al., 2013). Another frequently occurring aberration is NF1 deficiency. We and
others have previously reported the presence of NF1 mutations and the loss of NF1 protein
in neuroblastoma (Eleveld et al., 2015; Holzel et al., 2010). This is potentially clinically
actionable due to the resulting activation of the RAS-MAPK pathway. Indeed, in childhood
neurofibromatosis type 1–related plexiform neurofibromas, the MEK inhibitor selumetinib
proved to be very effective, with partial responses in 17 out of 24 patients (Dombi et al.,
2016). Consistent with this, we observe here that NF1 deficient neuroblastoma cells are far
more sensitive to MEK inhibition than their wild type counterparts, providing a rationale to
evaluate the clinical efficacy of MEK inhibitors in NF1 deficient neuroblastoma (Eleveld et al.,
2015; Woodfield et al., 2016).
However, ALK and NF1 mutations are present in only a small fraction of neuroblastomas.
In the present study, we find that PIM kinase inhibitors may elicit clinical benefit in NF1
wild type tumors. This is of particular relevance, given that our data also indicate that high
expression of PIM kinases is associated with poor clinical outcome. Thus, there is a significant
unmet need to find better treatments for such patients.
Furthermore, we discovered that acquired resistance (induced by either prolonged PIM
inhibitor treatment or artificial NF1 knockout) can be overcome by dual PIM and MEK
inhibition. However, in neuroblastoma cell lines in which NF1 was naturally lost, MEK
inhibition alone was already sufficient to suppress growth. This highlights the notion that
loss of a gene during tumor evolution results in different dependencies than the genetic
ablation of a gene in a cell line model. Even though the addition of a PIM kinase inhibitor did
not synergize with MEK inhibitors in these cell lines, it is possible that this combination is
beneficial when resistance to MEK inhibition occurs.
Current treatment regimens for (especially high-risk) neuroblastoma mostly include a
combination of chemotherapeutic drugs. Interestingly, it has previously been demonstrated
that PIM kinase inhibitors can enhance the efficacy of chemotherapeutic agents in triple54
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negative breast cancer xenografts (Braso-Maristany et al., 2016). Similar observations were
made in cell lines derived from different tumor tissues, in which PIM1 expression antagonized
chemotherapy-induced apoptosis (Chen et al., 2009). It is therefore interesting to speculate
that the addition of a PIM inhibitor might improve the efficacy of current treatment regimens.
In conclusion, we have identified PIM kinases as a novel therapeutic target in neuroblastoma.
Furthermore, NF1 loss can be used as a biomarker to select patients that do not benefit from
PIM inhibitor treatment.

Materials and methods
Cell culture, transfection, and lentiviral transduction
HEK293, HT230, SK-N-SH, NB90-4, NB90-6, NB90-9, NB69, SK-N-AS, and SK-N-BE
cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM). LAN5, CLB-MA,
GI-ME-N, and KELLY cell lines were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)
1640. IMR32 was cultured in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM). SH-SY5Y was cultured
in DMEM/F12 medium. Medium was supplemented with 8% fetal calf serum (FCS), 1%
glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and cells were grown at 37°C and 5% CO2. All
cell lines were STR profiled and were tested negative for mycoplasma contamination.
PEI transfection of HEK293 cells was used to produce lentiviral supernatant. Target cells
were seeded 1 day before infection. Lentivirus was added to the medium in the presence
of 5 µg/ml polybrene. Cells were selected for successful lentiviral integration using 2 µg/ml
puromycin. For individual knockout of genes, the following gRNAs were cloned into the
lentiCRISPR version 2.1 (LC2.1) vector by Gibson cloning:
gNT 5’-ACGGAGGCTAAGCGTCGCAA -3’
gNF1 #1 5’-TCTTTAGTCGCATTTCTACC-3’
gNF1 #2 5’-ACACTGGAAAAATGTCTTGC-3’
gTSC1 5’-ATGAAAGAGTGCGTACACAC-3’
gDEPDC5 #1 5’-TGTTAATGTCGTAGACCCTA-3’
gDEPDC5 #2 5’- GGAACACTTGAGTCACAGTC-3’
gPTEN 5’-ACCGCCAAATTTAATTGCAG-3’
gSTK11 5’- GAAGGGGAGCTACGCCATCC-3’
CRISPR-Cas9 resistance screen
The genome-wide GECKO version 2 library A – consisting of 65,383 gRNAs in lentiviral
vectors – was used to infect KELLY cells with 200-fold coverage. After 48 hours, viral
supernatant was replaced by medium containing puromycin to select for infected cells. 48
hours after puromycin selection, cells were harvested, a T0 sample was taken, and the rest
of the cells were reseeded and cultured in the absence or presence of drug in 2 biological
replicates for 30 days, followed by genomic DNA isolation using the DNAeasy Blood & Tissue
Kit (Qiagen). gRNA sequences were amplified using Phusion High Fidelity DNA polymerase
PIM kinases are a prognostic biomarker and therapeutic target in neuroblastoma
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(Thermo Scientific) by performing a 2 step PCR amplification: (1) 98°C, 2 min; (2) 98°C,
30s; (3) 60°C, 30 s; (4) 72°C, 1 min; (5) to step 2, 20 cycles (PCR1) or 15 cycles (PCR2); (6)
72°C, 5 min; (7) 4°C. 2 μl of the pooled PCR1 product was used for the subsequent PCR2
reaction. The abundance of each gRNA in the treated versus untreated pools was determined
by Illumina next generation sequencing. Statistical analysis was performed using DESeq
version 1.8.3. We considered gRNAs with a Log2 fold change > 5 and an adjusted p-value <
0.1 as hits. Since several of the hits were gRNA’s targeting negative regulators of AKT/mTOR
signaling, we used these gRNAs for subsequent validation experiments.

3

Protein lysate preparation and western blot analysis
Cells were lysed using RIPA buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1%
NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, and 0.1% SDS supplemented with protease inhibitors
(Complete, Roche) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails II and III (Sigma). Samples were
equalized by measuring relative protein concentrations using Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit
(ThermoFisher). Bolt® LDS Sample Buffer (ThermoFisher) and 10X Bolt® Sample Reducing
Agent (ThermoFisher) were added, lysates were boiled for 10 minutes, and equal amounts
of sample were subjected to SDS gel electrophoresis followed by western blotting. Primary
antibodies against HSP90 (sc-7947), GAPDH (sc-20357), p-ERK1/2 (sc-7383), ERK1 (sc93), ERK2 (sc-154), STAT5 (sc-835), and MYC (sc-40) were purchased from Santa Cruz.
Antibody against NF1 (A300-140A) was purchased from Bethyl Laboratories. Antibodies
against clPARP (#5625), PIM1 (#3247), PIM2 (#4730), PIM3 (#4165), pSTAT3 (#9145),
STAT3 (#4904), pSTAT5 (#4322), N-MYC (#9405), p-AKT (#4060), AKT (#2920), p-S6
(#2215), S6 (#2217), p-4EBP1 (#9456), 4EBP1 (#9452), STK11 (#3050), PTEN (#9559), and
TSC1 (#4906) were from Cell Signaling. Secondary antibodies were obtained from Bio-Rad
Laboratories. AZD1208 and MK2206 were purchased from Selleckchem. Cobimetinib was
purchased from ApexBio. PIM-447 was purchased from MedChem Express.
CellTiter-Blue viability assay
Respectively 625 (GI-ME-N), 800 (HT230), 2,000 (IMR32), 3,000 (NB69), 5,000 (NB90-6,
SK-N-SH, SH-SY5Y, SK-N-BE, SK-N-AS, KELLY, NB90-4), 10,000 (NB90-9), 15,000 (LAN5,
CLB-MA) cells per well were seeded in a 96-well plate. After 24 hours, drugs were added to
the medium in 2-fold serial dilutions using a HP Direct Digital Dispenser. After 5 days of
culture CellTiter-Blue (Promega) was added. The conversion of resazurin into resorufin was
measured by using an EnVision Multilabel Reader. Treatment with 10 μM phenyl arsenic
oxide – resulting in complete cell death – was used as a baseline for viability. Non-linear
regression analysis in GraphPad Prism v6.0 was used for curve fitting.
RNA interference and quantitative RT-PCR
KELLY cells (10,000 cells/well) and SH-SY5Y (4,000 cells/ well) were seeded in triplicates
in in a 96-well plate. After 24 hours, cells were transfected with Dharmacon siGENOME
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SMARTPool siRNAs against PIM1 (M-003923-00), PIM2 (M-005359-00), PIM3 (M-03228702), or Non-Targeting siRNA Pool #1 (D-001206-13) using DharmaFECT1 (#T-2001)
(KELLY) or Lipofectamine RNAiMax (#13778075). 10 μM phenyl arsenic oxide – resulting in
complete cell death – was used as a baseline for viability. After 5 days of culture, viability was
measured using CellTiter-Blue (Promega) as described above.
To determine the level of knock down, 5.105 KELLY cells/well and 1.106 SH-SY5Y cells/well
were seeded in a 6-well plate. After 24 hours, cells were transfected as previously indicated.
After 48 hours, RNA was isolated using a ISOLATE II RNA Mini Kit (Bioline, # BIO-52073).
Subsequent cDNA synthesis was performed using Maxima Universal First Strand cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Thermo scientific, # K1661).
The 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System from Applied Biosystems was used to measure
mRNA levels. mRNA expression levels were normalized to expression of RPL-13. The
following primer sequences were used in the SYBR Green master mix:
RPL-13_forward 5’-GAGACAGTTCTGCTGAAGAACTGAA-3’;
RPL-13_reverse 5’-TCCGGACGGGCATGAC-3’;
PIM1_forward 5’-CGACATCAAGGACGAAAACATC-3’;
PIM1_reverse 5’- ACTCTGGAGGGCTATACACTC-3’;
PIM2_forward 5’-TCGAGGCCGAGTATCGACT-3’;
PIM2_reverse 5’-ATTCCGGGGAATCACTTTG-3’;
PIM3_forward 5’-CTGCTCAAGGACACGGTCTACAC-3’;
PIM3_reverse 5’-CCCCACACACCATATCGTAGAGA-3’;
Colony formation assay
Respectively 20,000 (NB90-4, NB90-6, NB90-9, GI-ME-N, HT230), 40,000 (NB69, SK-NBE, SK-N-AS, SK-N-SH, KELLY), 100,000 (IMR32, CLB-MA, LAN5, SH-SY5Y) cells/well
were seeded in 6-well plates and cultured both in the absence and presence of drugs as
indicated. When untreated cells reached confluency, cells were washed with PBS, fixed with
4% formaldehyde, and stained with 0.1% crystal violet. For SH-SY5Y and SK-N-SH, nontargeting cells were stained at a later time point (when untreated well reached confluence)
than NF1 KO cells, since the latter grew significantly faster.
Long-term in vitro growth assay
30,000 KELLY cells/well were seeded in 24 well plates and cultured both in the absence and
presence of drugs as indicated. Images to determine confluency were taken every 4 hours
using the Incucyte kinetic imaging system (Essen BioScience).
Patient cohort
Data from two independent neuroblastoma microarray datasets were derived from the online
tool R2 (http://r2.amc.nl). The Versteeg dataset consisted of 88 samples and has previously
been described. The Kocak dataset consisted of 643 samples, of which for 476 samples followPIM kinases are a prognostic biomarker and therapeutic target in neuroblastoma
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up data was available and were therefore used for the analysis. Patient characteristics are
described in Table S1.

3

Mouse xenografts
8 weeks old male/female NMRI nude mice were housed in a specific pathogen-free facility
in individually ventilated cages at the Animal Core Facilities of The Netherlands Cancer
Institute. All mouse experiments were performed in compliance with protocols approved by
the local Animal Ethics Committee, which conform to institutional and national regulatory
standards on experimental animal usage. KELLY cells (1.106) in PBS/matrigel mixture were
subcutaneously implanted into the flanks of mice. When tumor size reached ~80 mm3, mice
were randomly assigned and treated once daily with 90 mg/kg AZD1208 by oral gavage.
Control group received vehicle (0.5% hydroxypropyl methylcellulose and 0.1% Tween 80). All
groups were composed of 8 mice, although not all mice formed tumors. The groups consisted
therefore of respectively 7 (gNT vehicle), 6 (gNT AZD1208), 7 (gNF1 #1 vehicle), 7 (gNF1
#1 AZD1208), 7 (gNF1 #2 vehicle), and 7 (gNF1 #2 AZD1208) mice. Grubbs’ analysis was
used to exclude outliers. Tumor volume was measured three times per week with calipers and
calculated as tumor volume = (length × width2) × 0.5.
Statistical analysis
Kaplan-Meier survival curves were compared using a log-rank test in GraphPad Prism v6.0.
Hazard ratios were calculated using both a univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis
in IBM SPSS Statistics version 21. Statistical analysis of PIM expression in MYCN amplified vs
MYCN non-amplified tumors was performed using two-tailed equal variance Student’s t-tests
in GraphPad Prism v6.0. PIM expression levels of each tumor stage were compared to stage
4 tumors using a one-way ANOVA test with Dunnett correction for multiple comparisons in
GraphPad Prism v6.0. Differences in viability upon PIM knock down were analyzed using a
one-way ANOVA test with Dunnett correction for multiple comparisons in GraphPad Prism
v6.0. The mean ± standard error (SEM) is shown in figures. A p value of less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant and is denoted by *. p ≤ 0.01 is denoted by **, p ≤ 0.001 by
***, and p ≤ 0.0001 by ****.
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Supplemental Data
Versteeg Data Set
(88 tumors)
Characteristics

Kocak Data Set
(476 tumors)
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Supplemental Table 1. Patient characteristics Versteeg and Kocak cohorts
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Supplemental Figure 1. PIM expression and overall survival Versteeg cohort
a-d. High PIM2 and -3 mRNA expression correlates with poor overall survival in neuroblastoma.
Kaplan-Meier survival curves of the Versteeg cohort (88 patients) demonstrate overall patient
survival, using median PIM expression as a cut-off value for high versus low expression. High
PIM1/2/3 indicates patients with high expression of either PIM1, -2, or -3. P-values were calculated
using a log-rank test. e-g. PIM expression in different tumor stages (Kocak cohort). P-values were
calculated using a one-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s test. p ≤ 0.05 (*) h. PIM expression in MYCN
amplified and non-amplified tumors (Versteeg cohort). P-values were calculated using an unpaired
T-test. p ≤ 0.001 (***)
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Supplemental Figure 2. PIM kinases are a potential therapeutic target in neuroblastoma
a-b. Knockdown levels of PIM1, -2, and -3. KELLY and SH-SY5Y cell lines were transfected with
scrambled siRNA (siCTRL) or siRNAs targeting PIM1, -2, or -3, cultured for 2 days, followed by
RNA isolation and qRT (n=3). c-d. Neuroblastoma cell lines demonstrate differential sensitivity
to AZD1208 in a short-term assay. Cells were plated in 384-well plates, treated for 5 days with
increasing concentrations of AZD1208, and viability was measured using CellTiter-Blue (n=3). e-f.
Neuroblastoma cell lines demonstrate differential sensitivity to PIM-447 in a colony formation
assay. Cells were plated in 6-well plates and treated with increasing concentrations of AZD1208.
Drug-containing medium was refreshed every 3 days. Cells were fixed, stained, and scanned when
untreated wells reached confluency (n=3). g. AZD1208-resistant cell lines demonstrate sustained
mTOR signaling upon treatment. Cells were treated with 2 μM AZD1208 for 0, 4, 24, and 48 hours
followed by western blot analysis (n=3).
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KELLY
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Supplemental Figure 3. gRNAs targeting essential genes are depleted in time
The x-axis depicts the average number of sequencing reads in the untreated/T0 samples. The y-axis
depicts the log2 fold change in abundance of gRNAs in the untreated versus T0 population. gRNAs
targeting essential genes are depicted in red, gRNAs targeting non-essential genes are depicted in
blue, and all other gRNAs in the library are depicted in black.
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Supplemental Figure 4. NF1 knockout induces PIM inhibitor resistance
a-e. NF1 loss results in PIM inhibitor resistance in a colony formation assay. KELLY, SH-SY5Y and SKN-SH cells were plated in 6-well plates and treated with increasing concentrations of AZD1208 or
PIM-447. Drug-containing medium was refreshed every 3 days. Cells were fixed, stained, and scanned
when untreated wells of each particular cell line reached confluency (n=3). f-g. NF1 knockout results
in enhanced MAPK and AKT signaling and sustained mTOR signaling upon PIM inhibition. SH-SY5Y
and SK-N-SH cell lines were treated with 2 μM AZD1208 for 0, 24, and 48 hours followed by western
blot analysis (n=3).
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Supplemental Figure 5. Spider plot of xenograft experiment
KELLY cells (1.106 cells) were subcutaneously implanted in NMRI mice. Once tumors were established
(80mm3), animals were treated with vehicle or AZD1208 (90 mg/kg). Each line represents one tumor.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Combined PIM and MEK inhibition
a-e. The indicated cell lines were plated in 6-well plates and treated with AZD1208, cobimetinib, or
the combination. Drug-containing medium was refreshed every 3 days. Cells were fixed, stained, and
scanned when untreated wells of each particular cell line reached confluency (n=3).
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Abstract
Purpose
FGFR1 is a promising therapeutic target in multiple types of solid tumors, including head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). FGFR inhibitors have shown therapeutic value
in preclinical models. However, resistance remains a major setback. In this study we have
investigated the prognostic value of FGFR1 expression in HNSCC, the therapeutic relevance
of targeting FGFR with AZD4547, and potential resistant mechanisms.
Experimental design
IHC and FISH were applied on tissue microarrays to investigate FGFR1 protein expression and
FGFR1 gene copy-numbers in 452 HNSCC. The sensitivity of HNSCC cell lines to AZD4547,
either as single or combination treatment with the EGFR-inhibitor gefitinib, was assessed
using long-term colony formation assays, short-term viability assays, and biochemical
analysis.
Results
FGFR1 protein overexpression occurred in 82% (36/44) of HPV-positive HNSCC and 75%
(294/392) of HPV-negative HNSCC and relates with poor overall survival and disease-free
survival in HPV-negative HNSCC (HR: 3.07; 95% CI: 1.74-6.90; P = 0.001, HR: 1.53; 95%
CI: 1.04-2.39; P = 0.033). Moreover, the FGFR1 gene was amplified in 3% (3/110) of HPVnegative HNSCC. Treatment of the high FGFR1-expressing cell line CCL30 with AZD4547
reduced cell proliferation and FGFR signaling. Two FGFR-amplified cell lines, SCC147 and
BICR16, were resistant to AZD4547 treatment due to EGFR signaling. Combined AZD4547
and gefitinib treatment synergistically inhibited proliferation of resistant cell lines.
Conclusions
Here, we identify high FGFR1 expression as a candidate prognostic biomarker in HPVnegative HNSCC. Furthermore, we provide a rationale for treating FGFR1-expressing
HNSCC with the FGFR inhibitor AZD4547 and for combining AZD4547 and gefitinib in
FGFR inhibitor-resistant HNSCC patients.
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Introduction

4

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) causes more than 293,000 cancer-related
deaths annually worldwide and is characterized by frequent regional metastases and a poor
survival rate of 65% (Ferlay et al., 2015; Pulte and Brenner, 2010). For advanced stage disease,
current surgical and chemoradiotherapeutic treatment regimens are frequently ineffective
and often cause severe side effects (Conley, 2006). In addition, the use of targeted therapies
for treating advanced HNSCC is limited to the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
inhibitor cetuximab (Huang et al., 2014). The high mortality rate of advanced HNSCC and
varying therapeutic success highlight the need for novel therapeutic strategies.
Recently, large-scale genomic studies have identified potential molecular targets in
HNSCC, including fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR1) (CGAN, 2015; Freier et al.,
2007; Seiwert et al., 2015). The FGFR1 gene is mutated or overexpressed in HNSCC and a
wide spectrum of other solid tumors, including glioblastoma, melanoma, breast, lung,
prostate, bladder, and ovarian cancer (CGAN, 2015; Courjal et al., 1997; Edwards et al.,
2003; Gorringe et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2008; Rand et al., 2005; Simon et al., 2001; Weiss et al.,
2010). These tumorigenic FGFR1 aberrations constitutively activate FGFR1 and downstream
MAPK, PI3K/AKT, PLCγ, and JAK/STAT signaling pathways, thereby contributing to tumor
development (Brooks et al., 2012). Therapies inhibiting FGFR1 have shown to reduce HNSCC
development in preclinical models (Goke et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2011; Nguyen et al.,
2013; Singleton et al., 2013), and are currently being tested in clinical trials on solid tumors,
including HNSCC (NCT01962532, NCT01004224, and NCT01948297). Several multi-kinase
inhibitors targeting FGFR and other kinases, e.g. dovitinib and lucitanib, have already shown
great therapeutic potential in clinical studies on FGFR-aberrated breast cancer and various
other advanced solid tumors (Andre et al., 2013; Soria et al., 2014). A novel selective and
potent pan-FGFR inhibitor AZD4547 is currently tested in phase 2 clinical trials on various
types of cancer (NCT01795768, NCT01791985). However, resistance to FGFR-inhibitors and
sequential therapy failure are likely to occur.
In this study, we have investigated the prognostic and therapeutic value of FGFR1 in
HNSCC and the potential of AZD4547 as a targeted therapy for HNSCC.
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Results
FGFR1 protein is frequently overexpressed in HNSCC and is related to poor overall
survival and disease-free survival
To investigate whether FGFR1 is overexpressed in HNSCC, we stained 443 patient samples
arranged on high-throughput TMAs with FGFR1 antibody. FGFR1 protein was overexpressed
in 82% (36/44) of HPV-positive and 75% (294/392) of HPV-negative HNSCC compared to
normal oral and tonsillar tissue (Figure 1A and S1A, Table S1). FGFR1 protein expression was
unknown for one HPV-positive and six HPV-negative HNSCC, because all cores from these
tumors were missing on TMA slides. Overexpression of FGFR1 protein was related to poor
overall survival and poor disease-free survival in HPV-negative HNSCC (HR: 3.07; 95% CI:
1.74-6.90; P = 0.001, HR: 1.53; 95% CI: 1.04-2.39; P = 0.033) and remained significant in a
multivariate model after bootstrapping (Figure 1B-C and S1C-D, Table 1). It was not related
to overall survival and disease-free survival in HPV-positive HNSCC (HR: 0.86; 95% CI: 0.184.13; P = 0.847, HR: 2.98; 95% CI: 0.38-23.49; P = 0.301). Overexpression of FGFR1 protein
was not related to other clinicopathological characteristics, including TNM staging.
The FGFR1 gene is amplified in a small subset of HPV-negative head and neck squamous
cell carcinoma
To assess whether FGFR1 is amplified in HNSCC, we performed FISH analysis (Figure 1D
and S1B, Table S1). The FGFR1 gene was amplified in 3% (3/94) of FGFR1-overexpressing
HPV-negative HNSCC and in none of the HPV-positive HNSCC. All FGFR1-amplified HPVnegative HNSCC were OPSCC.
Sensitivity of FGFR-overexpressing HNSCC cell lines to AZD4547
Since we identified FGFR1 overexpression in HNSCC, we tested the sensitivity of six HNSCC
cell lines to AZD4547 (Figure 2A). Surprisingly, only CCL30 responded well to treatment.
We next assessed the expression of FGFR1 and FGFR2 by western blotting (Figure 2B).
BICR16 and CCL30 were found to express FGFR1, whereas SCC147 expressed FGFR2. The
1.
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Figure 1. FGFR1 protein
expression and FGFR1 gene
copy-numbers
in
HPVpositive and HPV-negative
head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma
a. Microscopic immunohistochemical images at 40x
magnification show strong
staining for FGFR1 protein overexpression compared to
very weak staining in normal tonsillar tissue. b. The KaplanMeier overall survival curve for FGFR1 protein expression
shows a relationship with poor survival for HPV-negative
HNSCC patients (FGFR1 overexpression: 176/268 events,
low FGFR1 expression: 44/97 events). c. The Kaplan-Meier
disease-free survival curve for FGFR1 protein expression
shows a relationship with poor survival for HPV-negative
HNSCC patients (FGFR1 overexpression: 174/262 events, low FGFR1 expression: 55/97
events). Overall survival time was missing for three patients and disease-free survival time
was missing for nine patients. FGFR1 protein expression was missing for six patients and
24 patients were excluded from survival analysis because they were treated with palliative
intent. d. Microscopic fluorescence in situ hybridization images at 100x magnification show
FGFR1 gene amplification in HPV-negative HNSCC and normal gene-copy-numbers in HPVpositive HNSCC. FGFR1 protein expression and FGFR1 gene copy-number were determined
on TMAs containing 44 HPV-positive and 392 HPV-negative HNSCC.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of HNSCC cell lines to AZD4547
a. Sensitivity of HNSCC cell lines to AZD4547. Drug sensitivity was determined by colony formation
assay. Cells were treated with increasing concentration of AZD4547 as indicated for +/- 12 days
(n=3). b. FGFR1 and -2 protein levels in a panel of HNSCC cell lines. c. Microscopic fluorescence in
situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry images at 100x magnification of FGFR1 and FGFR2
in BICR16 and SCC147 cell lines. d. Biochemical analysis of AZD4547 treated HNSCC cell lines.
SCC147, BICR16, and CCL30 cells were treated for 4, 24, or 48 hours with 2μM AZD4547. Cell lysates
were harvested and subjected to western blot analysis (n=3).

overexpression was confirmed by IHC (Figure 2C). The lack of FGFR expression in UTSCC9,
-12A and -40 cell lines might explain the unresponsiveness to AZD4547.
We subsequently performed FISH analysis to investigate FGFR gene amplification as an
underlying mechanism for high FGFR expression (Figure 2C). We identified FGFR1 gene
amplification in BICR16 and FGFR2 gene amplification in SCC147. The overexpression
of FGFR1 in CCL30 cannot be explained by gene amplification and might be the result of
post-transcriptional or post-translational regulation. To gain insights into the biochemical
differences underlying sensitivity, we treated FGFR-overexpressing cells with AZD4547 and
analyzed ERK and AKT activity (Figure 2D). We observed complete inhibition of ERK in
CCL30, but not in SCC147 or BICR16 cell lines.
Gefitinib confers sensitivity to AZD4547 treatment in resistant HNSCC cell lines
EGFR signalling is a known resistance mechanism to FGFR inhibition in multiple tumor
types (Herrera-Abreu et al., 2013). To assess the role of EGFR in AZD4547 resistance, we first
determined EGFR expression in the FGFR-overexpressing HNSCC cell lines (Figure 3A). Both
AZD4547-resistant cell lines (BICR16 and SCC147) demonstrate high levels of EGFR, whereas
FGFR1 is a potential prognostic biomarker and therapeutic target in HNSCC
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Figure 3. EGFR inhibition restores sensitivity to AZD4547 in resistant HNSCC cell lines
a. Phospho- and total EGFR protein levels of BICR16, SCC147, and CCL30 cells were assessed by
western blot analysis. b-c. Gefitinib enhances AZD4547 response. BICR16 and CCL30 cells were
treated with increasing concentrations of AZD4547 and co-treated with gefitinib. Drug sensitivity
was assessed by colony formation assay (n=3). d-e. Short-term viability assay in BICR16 and SCC147 cells. Cells were treated for 5 days with increasing concentrations of AZD4547 and gefitinib and
viability was measured using CellTiter-Blue (n=5). f. Combined inhibition of EGFR and FGFR results
in reduced AKT/MAPK signaling. BICR16 and SCC147 cells were treated with 2μM AZD4547 and
200nM gefitinib for 48 hrs. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to western blot analysis (n=3).

the sensitive CCL30 cell line lacks EGFR expression. We subsequently co-treated resistant cell
lines with AZD4547 and the EGFR inhibitor gefitinib (Figure 3B-C). Combined treatment
synergistically blocked growth in colony formation assays, indicating the involvement of
EGFR signalling as a resistance mechanism to FGFR inhibition. We validated these results
using a 5-day cell viability assay, in which cells were treated with increasing concentrations
of both AZD4547 and gefitinib (Figure 3D-E). To determine whether the combination
treatment is synergistic, we calculated median combination indices across the different drug
combinations. An index between 0.1 and 0.3 indicates strong synergism, between 0.3 and 0.7
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is synergism, between 0.7 and 0.85 is moderate synergism, and a combination index close
to 1 indicates an additive effect (Cree, 2011). Using this analysis, we identified a synergistic
interaction between AZD4547 and gefitinib in BICR16 cells (CI 0.46; SD 0.13) and a moderate
synergistic interaction in SCC-147 cells (CI 0.76; SD 0.23).
Since AZD4547 did not affect MAPK/AKT signalling in resistant cell lines, we analysed
these pathways upon co-treatment with gefitinib (Figure 3F). Dual FGFR/EGFR inhibition
completely reduced MAPK/AKT signalling, explaining the synergistic effect on growth
inhibition.

Discussion
In this study we report that high FGFR1 protein expression is a prognostic biomarker in HPVnegative HNSCC. Furthermore, the frequent overexpression of FGFR1 in HNSCC provides
a rationale to test FGFR inhibitors in clinical trials. Here, we demonstrated that combined
EGFR/FGFR inhibitor treatment can be used to treat FGFR inhibitor-resistant HNSCC.
Our finding that 82% of HPV-positive and 75% of HPV-negative HNSCC overexpress
FGFR1 is in concordance with previous reports, but it differs from a study by Freier et al.
which reported high FGFR1 expression in only 12% of OSCC (Dellacono et al., 1997; Freier
et al., 2007; Hase et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2013). In addition, we observed prognostic value
for FGFR1 protein expression in HPV-negative HNSCC, which has not been reported by
previous studies — although Hase et al. reported prognostic value for FGFR1 expression in
oral cancer-associated fibroblast (Hase et al., 2006; Ipenburg et al., 2016). These contradictions
might be explained by differences in anti-FGFR1 antibodies to determine protein expression
or study populations. Potential sources of selection bias should also be taken into account.
The population in this study consists of only OSCC and OPSCC, and mainly advanced
stage tumors, which is not representative for the HNSCC population. Therefore, the effect
observed in this population should be interpreted with caution when extrapolating it to other
HNSCC populations. Thirdly, previous studies used different cutoff values for FGFR1 protein
expression, such as stain intensity or the presence/absence of staining, compared to a cutoff
value of 10% in our study (5,17). Our cutoff value has been optimized in the same population
as in which the relationship with survival has been measured. This causes the measured effect
to be overestimated. To correct for this, we internally validated the prognostic value of FGFR1
protein expression by bootstrapping on 5000 samples. The observed relationship should be
externally validated in other HNSCC cohorts in future studies.
A small subset (3%) of HPV-negative HNSCC in this study showed amplification of the
FGFR1 gene, which has previously been observed in HNSCC at varying rates (2-17%) (CGAN,
2015; Freier et al., 2007; Goke et al., 2013; Seiwert et al., 2015; von Massenhausen et al., 2013).
Interestingly, we only observed FGFR1 gene amplification in HPV-negative HNSCC, which
was also found in large scale genomic studies. Whether this subgroup may respond to FGFR
inhibitors should be investigated in HNSCC clinical trials, since FGFR1-amplified breast
FGFR1 is a potential prognostic biomarker and therapeutic target in HNSCC
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tumors responded well to dovitinib and lucitanib in clinical trials (Andre et al., 2013; Soria
et al., 2014).
Previous preclinical models demonstrated the efficacy of FGFR inhibitors PD173074,
BGJ398, RO4383596 and AZ8010 in HNSCC (Goke et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2011; Nguyen
et al., 2013; Singleton et al., 2013). Here we tested the activity of AZD4547 — a potent and
selective pan-FGFR inhibitor currently in phase 2 clinical trial — in HNSCC cell lines. Only
one out of six cell lines tested responded to AZD4547 mono-treatment. The unresponsiveness
of three cell lines might be explained by a lack of FGFR1 or -2 overexpression. However,
two cell lines displaying FGFR1 or -2 amplification were also unresponsive to AZD4547.
We identified EGFR signalling as a resistance mechanism in both cell lines. Combined
treatment of AZD4547 and the EGFR inhibitor gefitinib synergistically blocked growth and
underlying MAPK/AKT signalling. Thus, FGFR1 is a potential therapeutic target in HNSCC
and AZD4547/gefitinib combination therapy could be adopted to overcome EGFR mediated
therapy resistance. The role of EGFR signalling as a resistance mechanism to FGFR inhibitor
treatment has previously been reported in several tumor types, including HNSCC (Singleton
et al., 2013; Ware et al., 2013). Furthermore, combining radiotherapy with AZD4547 may be
of interest for treating HNSCC, as previous studies report an increased sensitivity of prostate
cancer and mesothelioma to radiotherapy when combined with FGFR1 inhibitors (Abdollahi
et al., 2003; Schelch et al., 2014).
To conclude, we report FGFR1 as being frequently overexpressed in HNSCC and as a
candidate prognostic biomarker in HPV-negative HNSCC. Our data furthermore provide
a rationale for targeting FGFR1-overexpressing HNSCC with AZD4547 or the combination
AZD4547/gefitinib in a HNSCC clinical trial.

Materials and methods
Patient cohort
Inclusion criteria for the study population were: patients with a first primary HNSCC in the
oral cavity or oropharynx who were treated at the University Medical Center Utrecht (UMC
Utrecht) between August 1996 and December 2011. Exclusion criteria were: HNSCC in the
nasopharynx, hypopharynx or larynx, a previous history of HNSCC, a synchronous primary
tumor, histologic abnormalities including inflammation and dysplastic lesions, unknown HPV
status, and the absence of tumor cores on tissue microarray (TMA) slides. The patient cohort
included 452 HNSCC patients, of which 212 were oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) and
240 were oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC). Nine patients were excluded
because HPV status was unknown and seven were excluded because TMA cores were absent
for the tumor, leaving 436 patients for analysis of FGFR1 protein expression (Table 2). This
patient cohort was previously described (Noorlag et al., 2015; van Kempen et al., 2014).
HNSCC patients were treated according to the Dutch National Guideline for Head and
Neck Cancer 2014 (Richtlijn Hoofd-hals tumoren, 2014). The treatment regimen for OSCC
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was primary surgical resection and an additional neck dissection and/or postoperative
(chemo)radiotherapy if recommended by the multidisciplinary team. The treatment regimen
for OPSCC was primary surgery or (chemo)radiotherapy with additional neck dissection or
postoperative (chemo)radiotherapy if recommended. OSCC patients were primarily treated
by surgery and the majority of OPSCC were treated by (chemo)radiotherapy. Median followup time for overall survival of HPV-positive HNSCC patients was 68 months and for diseasefree survival 60.5 months. Median follow-up time for overall survival of HPV-negative
HNSCC patients was 86 months and for disease-free survival 85 months. Clinicopathological
characteristics and follow-up data of these patients were retrieved from electronic medical
records. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues of all tumors were collected.
OSCC tissues were primarily surgical resection specimens and OPSCC tissues were primarily
pretreatment biopsies. “The Code for Proper Secondary Use of Human Tissue” and “The
Code of Conduct for the Use of Data in Health Research”, as stated by the Federation of
Dutch Medical Scientific Societies, were followed for handling patient tissue and clinical
data (Human tissue and medical research: code of conduct for responsible use, 2011, Federa
FMWV, http://www.federa.org/codes-conduct). The human papillomavirus (HPV) status was
determined for all tumors by a combination of p16 immunohistochemistry and linear array
genotyping assay as described previously (van Kempen et al., 2014).
Tissue microarray construction
FFPE tissues were assembled into tissue microarrays using a TMA Grand Master instrument
(3D HISTECH). A head and neck pathologist (SMW) marked the tumor areas of FFPE tissues
on haematoxylin and eosin stained slides. Three cores (0.6mm) were punched from tumor
areas of each FFPE tumor tissue and arrayed into a recipient paraffin block. Normal oral
and tonsillar and placenta tissue were arrayed into the recipient paraffin block and served as
quality control of staining (Hughes, 1997).
Immunohistochemistry
To determine FGFR1 protein expression in patient samples, slides (4µm) of TMA blocks
were mechanically stained using a Ventana BenchMark Ultra automated staining instrument
(Ventana Medical Systems). First, TMA slides were mechanically deparaffinised by an Ez
Prep solution and pretreated with EDTA at 100°C for 4 minutes. Subsequently, endogenous
peroxidase was blocked by peroxidase inhibitor for 4 minutes. A rabbit polyclonal antiFGFR1 antibody (ab10646, 1:2000 dilution, Abcam) was manually applied on sets of TMA
slides and incubated for 32 minutes. Next, TMA slides were incubated with Optiview HQ
Universal Linker and Optiview HRP multimer (Ventana Medical Systems) for 8 minutes.
Finally, hydrogen peroxide and DAB were applied and TMA slides were counterstained with
hematoxylin. Slides were rinsed with reaction buffer after each successive step.
A head and neck pathologist (SMW) and head and neck researcher (KK), who were
blinded to patient’s outcome, scored the immunohistochemical stain semi-quantitatively.
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Disagreement between the observers was solved by discussion. The immunohistochemical
stain was scored on the percentage of positively stained tumor cells (0-100%) and stain
intensity (negative: 0, moderate: +1 and strong: +2). A mean percentage and maximum stain
intensity was computed for each tumor. 112 tumors in the analysis had only two cores available,
for which the mean percentage and maximum stain intensity was derived from two cores. 37
tumors had one core available, for which the percentage and stain intensity was scored from
one core. Cutoff values for continuous percentages and stain intensities were optimized on
predicting patient overall survival and disease-free survival using the log likelihood ratio. This
method has been described as the best method for selecting cutoff values in previous studies
(Williams, 2006). A cutoff value of 10% was selected for FGFR1 protein expression because
it best predicted patient overall survival and disease-free survival. Above 10% was defined as
“overexpression” and below as “low expression”. Other values for the percentage of positively
stained tumor cells and stain intensity were much less discriminative in predicting overall
survival and disease-free survival and were not further used in this study (data not shown).
Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH)
To assess FGFR1 copy-numbers, TMA slides were hybridized with FGFR1 break apart/
amplification FISH probes (Cytocell aquarius). In short, unstained TMA slides (4 μm) were
deparaffinised and treated with citrate and protease. Next, slides were washed and dehydrated
in preparation for hybridization. 15 µL FISH probe was applied and slides were hybridized at
37°C in a ThermoBrite instrument (Abbott Laboratories). Subsequently, slides were washed
thoroughly with saline-sodium citrate buffers and counterstained with DAPI. Finally, slides
were dehydrated and mounted with Vectashield Mounting Medium (Vector Laboratories).
Tumors with FGFR1 protein expression higher than 50% were further analyzed on FGFR1
gene copy-numbers. Gene copy-numbers were assessed at 100x magnification using a Leica
DM5500 B microscope system with Application Suite Advanced Fluorescence Software (Leica
Microsystems). A minimum of 50 tumor cell nuclei were assessed on FGFR1 and centromere
probe signals for each tumor. A gene/centromere ratio was computed to correct for polysomy
and ratio values were defined as following: <1.5: normal copy-number, 1.5-2.0: copy-number
gain, >2.0: gene amplification (Schildhaus et al., 2012).
Cell culture
UTSCC9 (glottis, laryngeal SCC), UTSCC12A (skin of nose, SCC), and UTSCC40 (tongue,
oral SCC) have been established in the lab of Dr. Grenman (Turku, Finland) and were a
kind gift from Conchita Vens (Netherlands Cancer Institute). SCC147 (floor of mouth, oral
SCC, HPV-positive) was obtained from Ruud Brakenhoff (VU University Medical Center
Amsterdam). CCL30 (nasal septum, SCC) was purchased from ATCC and BICR16 (tongue,
oral SCC) from Public Health England. All cell lines were cultured in DMEM medium
(supplemented with 8% FCS, 1% glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin) and grown at
37°C and 5% CO2. All cell lines were routinely tested for Mycoplasma infection and were
FGFR1 is a potential prognostic biomarker and therapeutic target in HNSCC
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found negative.
Protein lysate preparation and western blot analysis
Cells were lysed using RIPA buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1% NP-40,
0.5% sodium deoxycholate and 0.1% SDS supplemented with protease inhibitors (Complete,
Roche) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails II and III (Sigma). Sample buffer (60mM Tris
pH 6.8, 5% glycerol, 1% SDS, 2% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.02% bromophenol blue) was added
and lysates were boiled for 10 minutes. The amount of protein in each sample was equalized
using a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). Equal amounts of sample were subjected to SDS gel
electrophoresis followed by western blotting. Primary antibodies against HSP90 (sc-7947),
p-ERK (sc-7383), ERK1 (sc-93), ERK2 (sc-154), and FGFR2 (sc-1884) were purchased
from Santa Cruz. Antibodies against pFGFR (#3476), FGFR1 (#9740), p-AKT (#4060), and
AKT (#2920) were from Cell Signaling. Secondary antibodies were obtained from Bio-Rad
Laboratories. HSP90 expression was used as an internal standard to control for equal loading.
AZD4547 and gefitinib were purchased from Selleckchem.

4

Colony formation assays
Cells were seeded in 6-well plates (20.103 cells per well) and cultured both in the absence and
presence of drugs as indicated. At day 12, wells containing untreated cells reached confluency.
All cells were at this time point washed with PBS, fixed with 4% formaldehyde, and stained
with 0.1% crystal violet.
CellTiter-Blue viability assay
Respectively 500 (BICR16) or 750 (SCC-147) cells per well were seeded in a 384-well plate.
After 24 hours, drugs were added to the medium in 2-fold serial dilutions using a HP Direct
Digital Dispenser. After 5 days of culture CellTiter-Blue (Promega) was added. The conversion
of resazurin into resorufin was measured by using an EnVision Multilabel Reader. Treatment
with 10 μM phenyl arsenic oxide – resulting in complete cell death – was used as a baseline
for viability.
Combination indices were calculated using the Chou-Talalay method (Chou, 2010). Cells
were seeded in a 384-well plate and treated with 5*5 pairs of serially diluted drugs for 5 days
(12.5nM-200nM gefitinib for SCC147, 25nM-400nM gefitinib for BICR16, and 0.125-2μM
AZD4546 for both cell lines). The indicated combination indices are the median combination
indices of the 5*5 matrix.
Statistical analysis
Data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 21 software (IBM). Differences
in baseline characteristics were analyzed with a Pearson’s chi square test for nominal variables
or Fisher’s exact test when appropriate, and t-test for continuous variables. Differences in
protein expression and gene copy-numbers between HPV-positive and HPV-negative HNSCC
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and associations between FGFR1 protein expression and clinicopathological variables were
analyzed with a Pearson’s chi square test or Fisher’s exact test, when appropriate.
Only patients treated with curative intent were included in the survival analysis. The
reversed Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the median follow-up time. KaplanMeier curves were plotted and compared by a Logrank test for univariate overall survival
and disease-free survival analysis of FGFR1 protein expression. The significant univariate
association of overall survival and disease-free survival for FGFR1 protein expression in
HPV-negative HNSCC was further analyzed in multivariate Cox regression survival analysis.
Covariates and confounders were identified and corrected for in multivariate models. No
effect modifiers were identified. Bootstrapping was performed on 5000 samples as internal
validation of biomarker-based risk prediction models (Moons et al., 2012). Two-sided
p-values below 0.05 were considered significant.
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Supplemental Data
Supplemental Table 1. Results of FGFR1 protein expression and FGFR1 gene copy-numbers in HPVpositive and HPV-negative head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.
FGFR1 protein expression

HPV-positive n (%)

HPV-negative n (%)

total

45 (100)

398 (100)

stained

44 (98)

392 (99)

missing

1 (2)

6 (1)

P

Percentage
median (range)

37.5 (0-87)

30 (0-95)

overexpression (>10)

36 (82)

294 (75)

low expression (<10)

8 (18)

98 (25)

0.317

Intensity
strong (+2)

5 (11)

37 (9)

moderate (+1)

37 (84)

332 (85)

2 (5)

23 (6)

negative (0)

0.872

FGFR1 gene copy-numbers
total

4

17 (100)

134 (100)

gene amplification

0

3 (3)

copy-number gain

0

6 (5)

17 (100)

101 (92)

normal gene copy-numbers

1.000

no signal
0
24 (18)
FGFR1 protein expression was determined by immunohistochemistry on tissue microarray slides containing
443 head and neck squamous cell carcinoma. FGFR1 gene copy-numbers were determined by fluorescence
in situ hybridization with FGFR1 FISH probes. FGFR1: fibroblast growth factor receptor 1, HPV: human
papillomavirus
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Supplemental Figure 1. FGFR1 protein expression and FGFR1 gene copy-numbers in HPVpositive and HPV-negative head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
a. FGFR1 protein overexpression and low FGFR1 expression in HPV-positive and HPV-negative
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma patients. FGFR1 protein was overexpressed in 82% of
HPV-positive and 75% of HPV-negative head and neck squamous cell carcinoma. b. FGFR1 gene
copy-numbers in HPV-positive and HPV-negative head and neck squamous cell carcinoma patients.
3% of FGFR1-overexpressing HPV-negative head and neck squamous cell carcinoma had FGFR1
amplification, 5% had a copy-number gain and 92% had normal gene copy-numbers. All FGFR1overexpressing HPV-positive head and neck squamous cell carcinoma had normal FGFR1 gene
copy-numbers. c. The Kaplan-Meier overall survival curve for FGFR1 protein overexpression shows
no relationship with survival for HPV-positive head and neck squamous cell carcinoma patients
(FGFR1 overexpression: 7/33 events, low FGFR1 expression: 2/8 events). Overall survival time was
missing for one patient, tissue microarray cores were unavailable for one tumor and two patients
were excluded from survival analysis because they were treated with palliative intent. d. The KaplanMeier disease-free survival curve also shows no relationship with survival for HPV-positive head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma (FGFR1 overexpression: 10/33 events, low FGFR1 expression:
1/7 events). Disease-free survival time was missing for two patients, tissue microarray cores were
unavailable for one tumor and two patients were excluded from survival analysis because they were
treated with palliative intent.
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Abstract
The transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) pathway acts as a double-edged sword in
tumorigenesis. By constraining epithelial cell growth, TGF-β is a potent tumor suppressor.
However, TGF-β also acts as a key player in the induction of epithelial-to-mesenchymal
transition (EMT), thereby enhancing invasiveness and metastasis. Furthermore, TGF-β
signaling has recently been correlated with resistance against both targeted and conventional
agents. Here, we present data demonstrating a role for TGF-β in chemotherapy resistance in
colorectal cancer (CRC). We discuss these results in the context of recent findings indicating
TGF-β signaling as an emerging player in drug resistance.
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The TGF-β superfamily consists of a plethora of factors, which can be divided into subgroups
of TGF-βs, activins, inhibins, anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH), nodal, and bone morphogenic
proteins (BMPs) (Massague, 2008). TGF-β1, -β2, and -β3 ligands activate downstream
signaling pathways by binding with high affinity to type 2 TGF-β receptors (TGF-βR2),
which dimerize with and phosphorylate the type 1 TGF-β receptor (TGF-βR1). The latter
can propagate the signal via the canonical SMAD pathway and the non-canonical SMADindependent pathways, which include, amongst others, p38 mitogen-activated protein kinases
(MAPK), phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)-AKT, Rho GTPases, nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB),
and JUN N-terminal kinase (JNK) (Akhurst and Hata, 2012). Upon phosphorylation, the
receptor-SMADs form a complex with SMAD4 and translocate to the nucleus to regulate
transcription. The precise function of TGF-β signaling is highly cell-type and contextdependent, since the SMAD complex needs to interact with a combination of co-factors to
exert its function (Massague, 2012).
TGF-β signaling has important roles in many cellular processes, including cell cycle
regulation, cell migration, apoptosis, and immune modulation. TGF-β acts as a tumor
suppressor by inhibiting cell cycle progression via multiple mechanisms. TGF-β signaling
suppresses MYC transcriptional activity, resulting in downregulation of cyclin expression
and upregulation of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CDKi) p21Cip1 and p15INK4b.
Furthermore, the SMAD complex directly enhances expression of the CDK inhibitors p15INK4b,
p21Cip1, and p57Kip2 (Massague, 2008). Other SMAD targets, such as plasminogen activator
inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), have also been found to play a crucial role in the antiproliferative effect
of TGF-β (Kortlever et al., 2008). Besides exerting cytostatic effects, TGF-β signaling also
contributes to the induction of apoptosis via the upregulation of death-associated protein
kinase DAPK, the pro-apoptotic BH3-domain protein BIM, and the death receptor FAS
(Heldin et al., 2009).
TGF-β not only exerts its tumor suppressive role in a cell-autonomous manner, but also
through the extracellular matrix. TGF-β suppresses the production of mitogens by fibroblasts,
thereby inhibiting tumor cell proliferation (Bhowmick et al., 2004). Furthermore, TGF-β
enhances the levels of CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells (Treg) and simultaneously suppresses
the activity of effector cells of both the innate and adaptive immune system (Li et al., 2006).
This combined suppressive effect on inflammation can induce a state of immune tolerance
in the intestinal environment, and can result in tumorigenesis when disturbed (Engle et al.,
2002). However, TGF-β signaling might also induce a misbalance in immune suppression,
possible resulting in immune evasion by tumor cells.
The tumor suppressive role of TGF-β is often lost in cancer, as evidenced by mutations in
TGF-β receptors or the SMAD genes, particularly in colorectal cancer (Fleming et al., 2013;
Markowitz et al., 1995). Furthermore, mutations downstream of TGF-β signaling, such as
homozygous loss of CDKN2B in glioblastoma, specifically abrogate the tumor-suppressive
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aspects of TGF-β while retaining its pro-tumorigenic capacity (Jen et al., 1994). Once the
fine balance of TGF-β signaling is disrupted, TGF-β might turn into a strong enhancer of
tumorigenesis during later stages of tumorigenesis.
TGF-β is known to be a potent mediator of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT),
a process crucial in the process of tumor cell dissemination. TGF-β induces the expression of
the transcription factors SNAIL1/2, SLUG, TWIST, ZEB1/2, and TCF3 (Katsuno et al., 2013).
These factors inhibit E-cadherin expression and upregulate mesenchymal markers such as
N-cadherin, vimentin, and the secretion of matrix metalloproteases (MMPs). Furthermore,
TGF-β also directly affects tight junction stability by activating PAR6. Phosphorylation of
PAR6 by TGF-βRII results in association of PAR6 with the E3 ubiquitin ligase SMURF1,
which subsequently targets the cell adherence regulator RHOA for degradation (Ozdamar
et al., 2005). The combined effect of TGF-β and other EMT-drivers results in the loss of cellcell junctions, cell polarity, and adherence while inducing enhanced motility. Both TGF-β
signaling and EMT are also associated with the formation of cancer stem cells (CSCs), which
are thought to play a key role in driving tumorigenesis by sustaining tumor growth (Singh
and Settleman, 2010).
Mesenchymal phenotypes have been correlated with poor prognosis in colon cancer and
some other types of cancer (De Sousa et al., 2013; Gravdal et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2012; Sayan
et al., 2009; Taube et al., 2010). A partial explanation can be found in the increased metastatic
capacity associated with EMT. However, recent reports have linked TGF-β signaling and EMT
to drug resistance, which might also contribute to the poor prognosis of patients having more
mesenchymal tumors (Huang et al., 2012; Oliveras-Ferraros et al., 2012; Sequist et al., 2011;
Uramoto et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2010). Here, we will discuss the recently described role of
TGF-β signaling in resistance to multiple cancer drugs. We provide data indicating that the
TGF-β signaling cascade is associated with chemotherapy resistance in colorectal cancer and
reflect on the possible implications for treating these tumors.

TGF-β-induced drug resistance against targeted cancer therapies
The effects of targeted therapies in cancer are often diminished by the emergence of resistance.
Drug resistance can occur through development of secondary mutations in the target itself, e.g.
T790M gatekeeper mutation in EGFR, via activating mutations in components of the signaling
pathway downstream of the drug target, or via upregulation of parallel signaling pathways.
Many of these mechanisms are still unidentified. Using a large-scale RNAi screen, we recently
identified loss of the MEDIATOR complex protein MED12 as a resistance mechanism against
multiple tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) (Huang et al., 2012). MED12 was found to interfere
with maturation of TGF-βRII in the Golgi, thereby preventing its expression on the cell
surface. Consequently, suppression of MED12 expression led to activation of TGF-β signaling
(Huang et al., 2012). Either loss of MED12, overexpression of TGF-βRII, or treatment with
recombinant TGF-β was sufficient to induce TKI resistance in multiple cancer types. TGF-β
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signaling induced activation of MEK/ERK signaling and thereby restored the reduced MAPK
pathway activation by TKIs. Although TGF-β signaling in untreated cells was unfavorable in
many cell types as a result of growth-inhibitory effects, it became beneficial when combined
with TKIs. As expected, treatment with the TGF-β inhibitor LY2157299 restored sensitivity to
TKIs in MED12KD cells. Interestingly, a MED12KD expression signature displayed significant
overlap with a previously described EMT signature. This signature was predictive for MEK
inhibitor response in heterogeneous panel of 152 cell lines. Furthermore, we found that a
gene expression profile of a NSCLC patient tumor demonstrated significant overlap with the
MED12KD signature upon gefitinib resistance (Huang et al., 2012). Other studies in NSCLC
have also described a correlation between EMT and acquired resistance against EGFR
inhibitors (Byers et al., 2013; Sequist et al., 2011; Thomson et al., 2005; Uramoto et al., 2011;
Yauch et al., 2005).
The emergence of TGF-β signaling in acquired resistance against TKIs is not limited to
NSCLC. EMT has also been described as a resistance mechanism against EGFR inhibition
in pancreatic cancer and head and neck cancer (Buck et al., 2007; Frederick et al., 2007).
Furthermore, TGF-β signaling was found to decrease sensitivity of the dual IGF-I/IR inhibitor
OSI-906 in hepatocellular carcinoma (Zhao et al., 2012). Another study by Oliveras-Ferraros
et al. described EMT as a mechanism for trastuzumab resistance in HER2-positive breast
cancer (Oliveras-Ferraros et al., 2012). Finally, in colon cancer, a subgroup of tumors having a
mesenchymal phenotype were resistant to cetuximab treatment (De Sousa et al., 2013). Taken
together, TGF-β signaling proves to be an important resistance mechanism against multiple
targeted agents in a number of cancer types.

5

TGF-β pathway activation is associated with chemotherapy
resistance
In our previous work, we demonstrated that loss of MED12 not only resulted in TKI
resistance, but also induces resistance against 5-FU and cisplatin in lung cancer cell lines
(Huang et al., 2012). To determine whether TGF-β treatment also induces resistance against
chemotherapeutic agents in colon cancer, we studied the effects of MED12 suppression in
SKCO-1 CRC cells. Utilizing 2 independent shRNAs, we knocked down MED12 (Figure
1A-B), which resulted in strong upregulation of a panel of downstream TGF-β target genes
(Figure 1C). Subsequently, control and MED12-knockdown cells were treated with increasing
concentrations of cisplatin, oxaliplatin, and 5-FU, and cell viability was determined.
Interestingly, upregulation of TGF-β signaling by MED12 knock down resulted in resistance
against these drugs (Figure 1D-F). Similar results were obtained when wild type cells were
treated with recombinant TGF-β (Figure S1A-C). These data suggest that TGF-β signaling
protects against chemotherapy-induced cell death. This is supported by our recent findings
where we demonstrated that CRC patients with a MED12KD signature did not benefit from
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Figure 1. MED12 knockdown-induced TGF-β signaling confers chemotherapy resistance
a-b. Knockdown of MED12 was assessed on protein and RNA level c. MED12 knockdown results
in enhanced expression of a panel of TGF-β target genes d-f. Cell viability assay of SKCO-1 cells
treated with cisplatin, oxaliplatin, or 5-FU. Cell viability was measured by the conversion of resazurin
into resoru n after 72 h drug treatment (n = 3).

chemotherapy treatment (Huang et al., 2012).
Other studies have correlated poor prognosis in CRC with a mesenchymal molecular
phenotype (De Sousa et al., 2013). Moreover, Roepman et al. recently classified CRC based
on gene expression profiling in three subgroups, A-, B-, and C-types, of which the latter
demonstrated the least benefit from chemotherapy and the worst prognosis (in press).
Interestingly, this subtype of tumors displayed high expression levels of mesenchymal markers.
To determine whether TGF-β signaling is elevated in these C-type CRC tumors, we analyzed
a panel of 78 patient biopsies for p-SMAD2/3 expression using immunohistochemistry. Type
A tumors show wide, well-differentiated ducts with nuclear staining in 60% of the tumor cells.
The ducts in type C CRC are more irregular and show EMT, especially at the invading front,
which parallels strong nuclear expression in all tumor cells (Figure 2A-C). The difference
between B- and C-type tumors was not significant, which might be due to the low number
of B-type tumors in this panel. Notably, the cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) in the ECM
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Figure 2. C-type CRC tumors display higher p-SMAD2/3
levels in both tumor and stroma
a. Representative images of p-SMAD2/3 staining in
A-type CRC tumors and b. C-type tumors. c. Quantitative
analysis of p-SMAD2/3 staining in tumor tissue. A-type vs
B-type (ns), A-type vs C-type (***), B-type vs C-type (ns).
d. Quantitative analysis of p-SMAD2/3 staining in CAFs.
A-type vs B-type (ns), A-type vs C-type (****), B-type vs
C-type (ns). e. Spearman correlation between p-SMAD2/3
staining in tumor cells and CAFs.

of the C-type tumors also displayed a significant increase in nuclear p-SMAD2/3 expression
compared with those in the A/B-subtypes (Figure 2D), which correlated with expression in
the tumor cells (Figure 2E). These findings indicate increased TGF-β signaling in C-type
CRC, which is in line with other studies demonstrating a correlation between TGF-β signaling
and disease outcome (Calon et al., 2012; Friedman et al., 1995; Robson et al., 1996). TGF-β
signaling has, furthermore, been described to be a good predictor of CRC metastasis, since a
single measurement of plasma TGF-β levels following curative tumor resection is found to be
predictive for future liver metastasis (Tsushima et al., 2001).
The question remains whether it is the tumor or the CAF that is responsible for the
increased TGF-β production. Calon et al. have discovered a mechanism in CRC, where
tumor-produced TGF-β activates TGF-β signaling in the tumor stroma, which in turn results
in IL11 production by CAFs. This cytokine strongly enhanced metastasis initiation in a
GP130/STAT3-dependent manner (Calon et al., 2012). Inhibition of stromal TGF-β signaling
using the TGF-β inhibitor LY2157299 effectively blocked metastasis initiation. These findings
indicate that TGF-β not only affects tumor cells directly but that it is also capable of modulating
the stroma to favor tumor progression.
It is intriguing to speculate that chemotherapy treatment itself might induce EMT resulting
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Figure 3. TGF-β signaling prevents chemotherapy induces apoptosis
a. MED12 knockdown activates TGF-β signaling, resulting in increased pSMAD2 and pERK levels
and prevents apoptosis, as measured by cleaved PARP. SKCO-1 cells were treated for 24 h with 1 or 2
μM oxaliplatin and cell lysates were harvested for western blot analysis (n = 3). b. Similar results are
observed upon TGF-β treatment. c. SKCO-1 cells are treated with 10 μM oxaliplatin, 10 μM Cisplatin,
or 5 μM ABT-263 and induction of apoptosis was analyzed in real time by using CellPlayer Caspase
3/7 reagent (n = 3). d. Representative image of apoptosis induction (green) in control or MED12KD
cells upon 32 h cisplatin treatment. e. Cell viability assay of SKCO-1 cells treated with ABT- 263. Cell
viability was measured by the conversion of resazurin into resorufin after 72 h drug treatment (n = 3).

in acquired resistance. Yang et al. found that chronic oxaliplatin treatment of CRC cell lines
induces an EMT phenotype, resulting in long-term resistance (Yang et al., 2006). Another
study by Creighton et al. demonstrated that residual tumor cell populations in docetaxeltreated breast cancer displayed an increased expression of mesenchymal markers (Creighton
et al., 2009). Furthermore, the percentage of CD44+/CD24- cells was enriched upon therapy.
These cells have previously been described as CSC-like cells with enhanced invasive and
chemotherapy resistant properties (Al-Hajj et al., 2003; Li et al., 2008; Sheridan et al., 2006).
Moreover, analysis of matched pairs of triple-negative breast cancer biopsies before and after
paclitaxel treatments indicated that chemotherapy increased expression of genes associated
with TGF-β signaling and CSCs (Bhola et al., 2013).The striking correlation between
TGF-β signaling/EMT is not restricted to CRC but has been described for many types of
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cancer. Therefore, plasma TGF-β levels or SMAD IHC staining might prove to be important
biomarkers for disease-specific survival and therapy outcome.

TGF-β inhibits chemotherapy-induced apoptosis

5

The precise mechanisms by which TGF-β signaling and EMT result in chemotherapy resistance
are of high interest. Insights into these mechanisms are important for the development of novel
therapeutic approaches. One plausible explanation could be an anti-apoptotic state induced
by TGF-β. To investigate the effect of chemotherapeutics on apoptosis in TGF-β-treated
CRC cells, we incubated cells for 24 hours with oxaliplatin and measured the level of cleaved
PARP, an early sign of apoptosis. Both TGF-β treatment and MED12 knockdown induced
activation of the TGF-β pathway. Strikingly, MED12KD cells or cells pretreated with TGF-β
did not undergo apoptosis upon treatment of oxaliplatin (Figure 3A-B). Time-course analysis
of caspase 3/7 activity upon cisplatin/oxaliplatin treatment displayed similar results (Figure
3C-D). TGF-β signaling furthermore prevented apoptosis induced by the BH3 mimetic ABT263, suggesting that the impaired induction of apoptosis by TGF-β is independent of its effect
on cell proliferation (Figure 3C). Similarly, MED12 knock down resulted in resistance against
ABT-263 in a short-term cell viability assay (Figure 3E)
Recently, López-Diaz et al. reported that TGF-β1 signaling inhibits p53 both on a
transcriptional and translational level (Lopez-Diaz et al., 2013). Activation of the TGF-β
pathway induces formation of a SMAD/E2F4/p107 complex, which is recruited to SMADbinding regions in the TP53 gene, resulting in transcriptional repression. Furthermore, TGF-β
signaling prevents the association of the ribosomal protein RPL26 and elongation factor
eEF1A with p53 mRNA, thereby suppressing translation. The reduction of p53 protein levels
subsequently protected breast cancer cells against DNA damage-induced apoptosis (LopezDiaz et al., 2013). Low levels of p53 have been correlated with reduced chemotherapeutic
response and poor prognosis in breast cancer (Miller et al., 2005), colorectal cancer(Benhattar
et al., 1996), chronic lymphoid leukemia (Oscier et al., 2002), and other types of cancer.
Besides a direct effect on p53, TGF-β signaling also indirectly affects p53 activity. The
transcription factor TWIST is an important mediator of EMT and its expression is partially
regulated by TGF-β (Thuault et al., 2006). TWIST can modulate p53 function, possibly
via reducing CDKN2A expression, which in turn prevents apoptosis (Maestro et al., 1999).
Furthermore, TGF-β can induce expression of the E3 ubiquitin ligase human murine double
minute (HDM2), resulting in p53 degradation (Araki et al., 2010).
TGF-β might also protect cells from apoptosis in a p53-independent manner. In bladder
cancer, a mesenchymal subgroup associated with poor prognosis expresses high levels of the
TGF-β target SIP1, which has been found to protect these tumors from DNA damage-induced
apoptosis (Sayan et al., 2009). TGF-β signaling was furthermore found to protect against
ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage, by enhancing the kinase activity of ATM (Kirshner
et al., 2006). Besides enhancing DNA repair, TGF-β can also prevent apoptosis by induction
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of the anti-apoptotic gene BCL2 via TWIST (Pham et al., 2007). Furthermore, autocrine
TGF-β production in breast cancer cells prevents apoptosis by repressing BIM protein levels
(Hoshino et al., 2011). Interestingly, we also found that TGF-β treatment in SKCO-1 cells
resulted in an increase of phosphorylated BIM and decreased levels of total BIM, probably
linked to activation of p90-RSK (data not shown). However, whether BIM plays an important
role in TGF-β-mediated protection of apoptosis remains unclear, since it has been reported
that TGF-β is also capable of upregulating BIM expression (Ramesh et al., 2008).
Taken together, our data and those of others demonstrate a role for TGF-β in chemotherapy
resistance via inhibition of apoptosis.

Conclusions and future perspectives
Our findings and those by others indicate that TGF-β plays an important role in drug
resistance against both targeted and conventional agents. This strongly argues for
combinational use of these drugs with agents suppressing TGF-β signaling. Several studies
have already indicated the benefit of combining drugs with TGF-β inhibitors. Recent work by
Bhola et al. for instance shows that treatment of triple-negative breast cancer xenografts with
paclitaxel induces autocrine TGF-β signaling, CSC formation, and drug resistance (Bhola et
al., 2013). Strikingly, combined treatment with the TGF-β inhibitor LY2157299 prevented the
recurrence of tumors after paclitaxel treatment, supporting a treatment strategy combining
both drugs in these tumors. Similar results might be achieved by combining chemotherapy
treatment with LY2157299 in the mesenchymal subgroup of CRCs or other types of cancer.
At the moment, clinical trials are ongoing with combined treatment of chemotherapeutic
drugs and LY2157299 in glioblastoma (NCT01582269), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
(NCT01246986), and pancreatic cancer (NCT01373164). Furthermore, based on multiple
reports indicating TGF-β as a mediator of resistance against targeted agents, it will be likely
that clinical trials combining targeted therapy with TGF-β inhibitors are underway.

Materials and methods
Cell culture and lentiviral transduction
SKCO-1 cells were cultured in high glucose Dulbecco modified Eagle medium supplemented
with 8% heat-inactivated FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO2.
PEI transfection of HEK293T cells was used to produce lentiviral supernatant. Lentiviral
transduction was performed as described at:
http://www.broadinstitute.org/rnai/public/resources/protocols. All lentiviral shRNA vectors
were retrieved from the arrayed TRC human genome-wide shRNA collection. Control
infections were performed with the empty pLKO.1 vector. Cells were selected for successful
lentiviral integration using 2μg/ul puromycin.
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Reagents
ABT-263 (S1001), Oxaliplatin (S1224), and cisplatin (S1166) were purchased from
Selleckchem. 5-FU was obtained from the pharmacy at The Netherlands Cancer Institute.
Recombinant human TGF-β1 (240-B) was purchased from R&D systems.
Protein lysate preparation and western blot analysis
Cells were lysed using RIPA buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1% NP-40,
0.5% sodium deoxycholate and 0.1% SDS supplemented with protease inhibitors (Complete,
Roche) and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails II and III (Sigma). Sample buffer (60mM Tris
pH 6.8, 5% glycerol, 1% SDS, 2% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.02% bromophenol blue) was added,
lysates were boiled for 10 minutes, and equal amounts of sample were subjected to SDS
gel electrophoresis followed by western blotting. Primary antibodies against HSP90 (SC7947), ERK1 (SC-93), ERK2 (SC-154), and pERK (SC-7383) were purchased from Santa
Cruz. Antibodies against MEK1/2 (4694), pMEK (9154), PARP (9542), SMAD2 (3103), and
pSMAD2 (3101) were from Cell Signaling. Anti-MED12 (A300-774A) was purchased from
Bethyl Laboratories. Secondary antibody was obtained from Bio-Rad Laboratories.

5

Quantitative RT-PCR
The 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System from Applied Biosystems was used to measure mRNA
levels. mRNA expression levels were normalized to expression of GAPDH. The following
primer sequences were used in the SYBR Green master mix:
GAPDH_forward,
5’-AAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCAA-3’;
GAPDH_reverse,
5’-AATGAAGGGGTCATTGATGG -3’;
MED12_forward,
5’-GCTGGTGCACATAGCCACT-3’;
MED12_reverse, 		
5’ TACTCCAGCCAGCCTTACCA-3’;
CDH2_forward, 		
5’-CCACCTTAAAATCTGCAGGC-3’;
CHD2-reverse, 		
5’- GTGCATGAAGGACAGCCTCT-3’;
Vimentin_forward,
5’- CTTCAGAGAGAGGAAGCCGA-3’;
Vimentin_reverse,
5’- AATCCACTTTGCGTTCAAGG-3’;
ANGPTL4_forward,
5’- GGAACAGCTCCTGGCAATC-3’;
ANGPTL4_reverse,
5’- GCACCTAGACCATGAGGTGG-3’;
TAGLN_forward,
5’- GTCCGAACCCAGACACAAGT-3’;
TAGLN_reverse, 		
5’- CTCATGCCATAGGAAGGACC-3’;
CTGF_forward, 		
5’- TACCAATGACAACGCCTCCT-3’;
CTGF_reverse, 		
5’- TGGAGATTTTGGGAGTACGG-3’;
CYR61_forward, 		
5’- GCTGGAATGCAACTTCGG-3’;
CYR61_reverse, 		
5’- CCCGTTTTGGTAGATTCTGG-3’
Cell viability assay
Cells were seeded in 96-well plates. After 24 hours, drugs were added to the medium in 2-fold
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serial dilutions using a HP Direct Digital Dispenser. After 72 hours, medium was refreshed
with medium containing CellTiter-Blue (Promega). The conversion of resazurin into resorufin
was measured by using an EnVision Multilabel Reader.
Kinetic measurement of apoptosis
Cells were grown in 384 well plates and images were taken every 4 hours using the Incucyte
kinetic imaging system (Essen BioScience). Apoptosis was measured in real-time using
CellPlayer Caspase 3/7 reagent (Essen BioScience).
Immunohistochemistry
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) sections were used for immunohistochemical
staining with anti-pSMAD2/3 using clone sc-11769-R (Santa Cruz). Sections (4-um-thick)
were mounted on 3-aminopropylethoxysilane (Sigma) and glutaraldehyde coated slides and
dried overnight at 37°C. After antigen retrieval (citrate, 20 minutes), staining was performed
according to the manufacturer’s protocol followed by incubation with the PowerVision PolyHRP anti-Rabbit IgG (ImmunoLogic). Sections were counterstained with haematoxylin.
Staining was evaluated using the H-score (intensity*percentage).
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prismv4.0a. Cell viability data was
analyzed using a 2-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. Differences in
p-SMAD2 staining between subtypes were tested for significance using a Mann-Whitney test.
A p value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant and is denoted by *. p < 0.01
is denoted by **, p < 0.001 by ***, and p < 0.0001 by ****
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Introduction
For decades, chemotherapy has been the therapeutic backbone of cancer treatment. Most of
these agents were developed in the 20th century, before scientists became fully aware of the
genetic alterations that underlie tumorigenesis. Hence, most conventional cancer therapies
lack specificity, leading to severe side effects and even a small risk of secondary malignancies,
as these agents disturb cell cycle progression and act cytotoxic on tumor cells as well as on fast
dividing healthy cells. The discovery that cancer develops through the accumulation of genetic
alterations, and more importantly, that cancer cells depend on such alterations, resulted in the
development of targeted therapies. This biological insight has enabled scientists to rationally
design drugs targeting aberrant oncoproteins, rather than discovering active molecules with
unknown mechanisms. Although targeted therapies were suddenly considered miracle drugs,
many subsequently developed inhibitors were unable to induce durable responses, mostly due
to rapid development of therapy resistance and a lack of predictive biomarkers. In my PhD
thesis, I aimed to identify novel drug targets, investigate drug resistance mechanisms, and
design rational combination strategies to overcome therapy resistance. Here, I will discuss
the impact of my findings and describe my view on the developments that are necessary to
improve personalized medicine.

Combination therapies: opportunities and challenges
As described in the introduction of this thesis, tumors can employ multiple mechanisms to
induce therapy resistance, each of which requires a different approach to counteract. Resistance
mediated by secondary mutations in the target can be circumvented by developing novel
inhibitors harboring activity against these double-mutant oncoproteins. Although the design
of such second-generation inhibitors might be laborious, the resistance mechanism itself can
relatively easily be identified through analysis of the target gene. Understanding feedbackmediated resistance or resistance through mutations in additional signaling nodes is generally
more challenging. Genetic screens provide a high-throughput, unbiased approach to unravel
such mechanisms, and can help identify sensitizers of response, which might result in the
discovery of rational drug combinations to overcome resistance. In chapter 2 of this thesis,
I have applied this technique to identify genes that, upon loss, would sensitize PIM inhibitor
-resistant AML cells to PIM kinase inhibitors. These drugs are in clinical trials for the treatment
of several malignancies including AML. Pre-clinical studies have already demonstrated that
intrinsic resistance to these agents is common, even though PIM kinases are highly expressed
in resistant cell lines. This suggests that only a minority of patients will benefit from PIM
inhibitor monotherapy. Using a genetic screen, I identified loss of p38α/MAPK14 to be
synergistic with suppression of PIM kinases. Mechanistically, PIM kinase inhibition elevates
ROS levels, which activates downstream p38α, and in turn AKT/mTOR signaling. However,
feedback activation of p38α is likely not the sole mechanism of resistance, since combined
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PIM and p38 inhibition does not completely reduce in vitro and in vivo growth of tumor
cells. One potential explanation is that multiple feedback loops are simultaneously activated
upon PIM inhibition, implicating that besides p38α, parallel signaling nodes contribute to
drug resistance. However, the screen did not identify additional enhancers of response, which
could either indicate that, besides p38α, no other signaling nodes are activated, or that the
screen failed to pick up these hits due to for instance suboptimal shRNAs. Alternatively,
suppression of p38α itself might result in the activation of a secondary pathway that sustains
growth, which would explain why the screen did not identify additional hits. To develop a
more powerful combination therapy, a follow-up CRISPR-Cas9 screen in cells treated with
both PIM and p38 inhibitors should be performed.
PIM kinases also play a role in tumor types other than AML. In chapter 3, I identified PIM
kinases as a potential target for the treatment of NF1 wild type neuroblastoma. However, both
in vitro and in vivo experiments showed that long-term PIM inhibitor treatment decelerates
tumor growth, rather than inducing tumor shrinkage, which suggests that monotherapy will
likely perform poorly in the clinic. Since elevated MAPK signaling induces PIM inhibitor
resistance, neuroblastoma cells were treated in vitro with PIM inhibitors, MEK inhibitors, or
the combination. Interestingly, while either single agent suppressed tumor cell growth initially,
only the dual therapy could prevent outgrowth of tumor cells upon prolonged treatment. I
am currently initializing in vivo experiments to investigate the benefit of combining both
inhibitors to treat NF1 wild type neuroblastoma.
The notion that the clinical benefit of most targeted agents is limited when used as
monotherapy — an observation that is supported by the pre-clinical experiments described
above — resulted in rationally designed combination strategies. However, even combinations
of two inhibitors will likely be insufficient to induce a durable therapy response. For example,
our lab previously demonstrated that resistance to BRAF inhibitors in colorectal cancer is
mediated by EGFR signaling (Prahallad et al., 2012); these results initiated clinical trials to
test dual EGFR/BRAF inhibition. In accordance with the pre-clinical data, the reporting of
a recent positive registration study demonstrated that adding vemurafenib to a backbone of
irinotecan and the EGFR inhibitor cetuximab increased progression free survival (PFS) of
metastatic colorectal cancer from 2 to 4.4 months (Kopetz et al., 2017). Although the increased
PFS is significant, the duration of response remains disappointing. However, it is important
to take into account that the patients included in this study had highly metastatic cancer.
Combinations of targeted therapies will likely result in more meaningful responses when
given in earlier stage disease, when tumor burden is still relatively low. Another example
is the combination of BRAF inhibitors with MEK inhibitors in BRAF-mutant melanoma.
Responses to BRAF inhibitor monotherapy are initially impressive, but unfortunately also
transient due to rapid re-activation of the MAPK pathway. This observation led to clinical
trials investigating combined BRAF/MEK inhibition. Indeed, the addition of a MEK inhibitor
significantly increased PFS from 6.2 months (BRAF inhibitor mono-treatment) to 9.9 months
(dual inhibition) (Larkin et al., 2014), but therapy resistance still prevailed. These studies
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demonstrate that — similar to combined PIM/p38 inhibition — including additional drugs in
these combination therapies will be necessary to induce more meaningful durable responses.
The meager benefit of most targeted therapies as a monotherapy and the mere delay of
resistance accomplished by combinations of two drugs raise the question of whether targeted
therapies alone are sufficient to treat cancer, especially with the recent discovery of other
treatment options such as immune therapy, which demonstrates long-lasting responses,
albeit in small subsets of patients. Researchers are faced with several challenges to improve
the efficacy of targeted agents, among which tumor heterogeneity is likely the largest obstacle.
For instance, previous research from our group and others has shown that several receptor
tyrosine kinase receptors (RTKs) can each, upon activation, induce BRAF inhibitor resistance
in BRAF-mutant melanoma, indicating a high level of redundancy in RTK-mediated
resistance (Prahallad et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2012). Since tumors are highly heterogeneous,
tumor subpopulations might employ different RTKs to mediate drug resistance. These data
suggest that resistance can only be prevented when all RTKs are simultaneously suppressed
(e.g. through PTPN11 inhibition) or when a downstream signaling node is inhibited (e.g.
by combining MEK and BRAF inhibitors). However, resistance to the latter is known to
occur through MEK mutations, alternative BRAF splicing, or BRAF amplification (Welsh et
al., 2016). Interestingly, due to tumor heterogeneity, multiple of such resistance mutations
can even occur within the same metastatic lesion of one patient (Kemper et al., 2015). In
this particular instance, adding a downstream ERK inhibitor might be effective, but how to
treat a patient with multiple metastases harboring resistance mutations in multiple parallel
pathways? Even if these patients would benefit from a combination of drugs targeting all
resistant clones, drug-related toxicity might limit the feasibility of this approach.
The enhanced specificity of targeted therapies over chemotherapeutic agents unfortunately
does not exempt these drugs from toxicity. However, targeted therapies are in general well
tolerated as monotherapy, since side effects are mainly limited to, amongst others, skin rash,
diarrhea, hypertension, and liver toxicity, and therefore relatively well manageable (Liu and
Kurzrock, 2014). However, the side effects associated with these drugs likely become more
problematic when targeted agents are used in combination. Currently, most anticancer drugs
are administered at the maximum tolerated dose (MTD), a paradigm that originates from
conventional therapies. These broad-acting drugs have limited selectivity towards cancer cells
over healthy tissue and are therefore generally most effective at the MTD (Jain et al., 2010).
Targeted therapies, however, are more discriminating towards tumor cells; suggesting that the
effective dose might in fact be already achieved at lower concentrations. This hypothesis was
supported by Jain and colleagues, who analyzed the efficacy of multiple targeted therapies
at different dosing schedules in 24 phase I clinical trials (Jain et al., 2010). Interestingly, the
patients in the low-dose group (≤25% MTD) displayed similar disease response rates as
patients in the MTD-dosed group, with lower toxicity-induced drop-out rates. Although we
should interpret these results with caution, they do advocate for clinical trials investigating
combinations of low-dose targeted therapies and suggest that toxicity might be a manageable
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hurdle in combinatory treatment strategies.
It is without doubt that combination therapies will enhance the success of target therapies.
However, the clinical benefit of such combinations will, similar to single agents, be highly
context dependent, emphasizing the necessity of predictive biomarkers.

Biomarker-based patient stratification

6

The success of targeted therapies depends strongly on patient stratification: identification of
patient subpopulations that benefit most from a particular anticancer agent. True personalized
medicine can only be achieved by using molecular biomarkers that predict sensitivity or
unresponsiveness to targeted therapies and potentially therapy-associated toxicities (Bailey
et al., 2014). For example, the EGFR inhibitor gefitinib was originally approved for the
treatment of chemotherapy-refractory EGFR-positive non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
with response rates of <20% (Fukuoka et al., 2003). However, additional studies could not
verify the clinical benefit of gefitinib, resulting in its withdrawal from the marker (Giaccone
et al., 2004; Herbst et al., 2004). Fortunately, subsequent studies demonstrated that tumors of
a subset of patients harbored specific activating mutations in EGFR, which correlated with
favorable clinical outcomes (Lynch et al., 2004; Paez et al., 2004). Based on these findings,
a clinical trial was conducted investigating gefitinib as a first-line therapy in EGFR-mutant
advanced NSCLC, which resulted in improved response rates of >50% (Sequist et al., 2008).
Gefitinib is currently approved for NSCLC along with an accompanying predictive diagnostic
test to detect EGFR mutations.
Unfortunately, a single molecular biomarker is insufficient to completely predict therapy
response for most cancer drugs. For instance, the SHIVA trial showed that the off-label use
of targeted agents matching the tumor genotype of a patient provides no additional benefit
in PFS compared with treatment of physician’s choice (Le Tourneau et al., 2015). Pre-existing
mutations in genes other than the target can result in intrinsic therapy resistance and therefore
need to be taken into account. For example, an initial clinical trial assessing the efficacy of the
EGFR inhibitor cetuximab in metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) patients demonstrated
a small improvement in survival (Jonker et al., 2007). However, a retrospective analysis of
the same patient cohort uncovered that only patients with wild type KRAS benefited from
therapy, whereas patients harboring KRAS-mutant tumors were completely unresponsive
(Karapetis et al., 2008). Cetuximab is currently approved as a treatment option for metastatic
colorectal cancer, with two predictive biomarkers as inclusion criteria: EGFR-positivity and
wild type KRAS.
The results described in this thesis support the use of multiple predictive biomarkers to
stratify patients for therapy. For instance, in chapter 3, NF1 loss was identified to mediate
resistance to PIM kinase inhibitors in neuroblastoma. Based on this result, clinical trials
testing the efficacy of these inhibitors should only include patients with PIM-positive, NF1
wild type tumors. Neuroblastomas that lost NF1 expression are known to be highly dependent
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on MAPK signaling (Eleveld et al., 2015), and therefore likely to respond better to MEK
inhibitor treatment. Similarly, in chapter 4, FGFR was identified as a potential therapeutic
target in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). Interestingly, two out of three
FGFR-positive cell lines were unresponsive to FGFR inhibitor treatment, which correlated
with EGFR expression. In concordance with other studies demonstrating EGFR signaling as a
resistance mechanism to FGFR inhibition (Herrera-Abreu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015; Ware
et al., 2013), combined suppression of EGFR and FGFR synergistically suppressed the growth
of both HNSCC cell lines. Although the number of cell lines used in this study is limited, these
results do warrant further research investigating EGFR as a resistance mechanism to FGFR
inhibition in HNSCC. EGFR might be used as an additional biomarker to stratify patients for
FGFR inhibitor monotherapy or combination therapy.
The use of predictive biomarkers might also prove beneficial during treatment. Inadvertently,
tumors develop acquired resistance to anticancer agents following prolonged treatment, most
likely through the outgrowth of pre-existing drug-resistant clones. Currently, relapsed tumors
are often detected too late, which limits the treatment options. An exciting new method
to detect both the occurrence of resistance and the associated mechanism early on is the
sequencing of cell-free circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in the blood or urine of patients.
For instance, Russo and colleagues sequenced ctDNA of a colorectal cancer patient treated
with cetuximab and identified the emergence of a MEK1 mutation (Russo et al., 2016). In this
patient, combined treatment with a MEK inhibitor subsequently induced tumor regression.
Interestingly, while the level of the MEK1 mutation declined in the ctDNA upon treatment, a
novel KRAS mutation emerged, resulting in MEK inhibitor resistance. Therefore, monitoring
the ctDNA of patients can allow detection of resistance early on, which can guide oncologists
to dynamically adjust the therapy in response to tumor evolution. However, despite the
promises of ctDNA analysis, challenges remain. Currently, this technique is mostly used to
detect hotspot mutations in commonly mutated oncogenes; as a result, resistance-inducing
alterations in less frequently mutated genes remain undetected. The rapid evolution of nextgeneration sequencing will solve this problem, but might create another: how to discriminate
between alterations that actually drive resistance and passengers? Furthermore, sequencing
ctDNA lacks the capacity to detect resistance mechanisms that do not rely on mutations, such
as activation of feedback loops, transcriptional upregulation of genes, alterations in protein
stability, and phenotype plasticity. Interestingly, an initial study demonstrated the potential use
of RNA sequencing of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in identifying resistance mechanisms
(Yu et al., 2012). However, the success of using CTCs in cancer diagnosis is hampered by the
very low frequency of CTCs in the blood and the paucity of biomarkers to specifically isolate
and enrich these cells (Alix-Panabieres and Pantel, 2014). Blood platelets might serve as a
superior source for mRNA profiling, since platelets are among the most abundant cells in the
blood and are known to ingest tumor mRNA, resulting in so-called tumor-educated platelets
(TEPs) (Best et al., 2015). Best and colleagues demonstrated how TEPs can be distinguished
with high accuracy from platelets of healthy donors and showed how TEP mRNA profiling
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can be used to detect the tissue of origin of the primary tumor, determine the cancer subtype,
and pinpoint specific tumor biomarkers (Best et al., 2015).
As already described in the introduction of this thesis, we can no longer depend on single
biomarkers of response to stratify patients for a therapy. An integrated approach combining
mutational and transcriptional analysis will more accurately predict tumor responses to
treatment.

Outlook and concluding remarks

6

The rapidly evolving field of genomics has introduced the use of targeted therapies in oncology.
Although these agents have greatly improved the survival of some cancers, the overall benefit
has been disappointingly low. Several challenges remain to be overcome, in order to enhance
the efficacy of targeted therapies and improve the survival of cancer patients.
Early detection of cancer should be a priority, since this is likely among the most efficient
methods to increase survival rates. Early diagnosis increases the likelihood of detecting
local-stage tumors rather than metastatic disease and decreases the total tumor burden upon
detection. The latter is important since mutational load increases with tumor size, thereby
elevating the likelihood of acquired therapy resistance through pre-existing resistant clones
(Lipinski et al., 2016).
The repertoire of suitable drug targets needs to be expanded, since it is estimated that
the majority of cancer patients harbor tumors that lack actionable mutations (Voest and
Bernards, 2016). As exemplified in the introduction, the concept of synthetic lethality can
be exploited to identify novel drug targets. Genetic screens can enable the discovery of genes
that are not mutated in cancer, but might become essential in the presence of a specific genetic
perturbation, termed ‘non-oncogene addiction’ (Solimini et al., 2007). This approach might
also be used to identify liabilities of specific cancer subtypes. Using a genetic screen, our group
previously demonstrated that colon cancers with a BRAF-like signature depend on RANBP2
expression, which is involved in microtubule outgrowth (Vecchione et al., 2016). As a result,
BRAF-like tumors are selectively sensitive to the microtubule-specific drug vinorelbine.
Similarly, it would be very interesting to use genetic screens to identify specific liabilities in
cancer cells displaying epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT). As described in chapter
5, EMT is associated with multidrug resistance, although the underlying mechanism remains
unclear. Since no effective treatment options are available to inhibit EMT-mediated resistance,
the identification of essential genes associated with this phenotype could be of great value.
An increased repertoire of drug targets and small molecule inhibitors will unfortunately not
be sufficient to prevent drug resistance. Since the long-term effects of single agent therapies
have been shown to be limited, pre-clinical research and even clinical trials should mostly
focus on combination therapies. Currently, pharmaceutical companies would like to see
good initial responses with single agent therapies before considering combination strategies.
However, most targeted therapies are ineffective when administered as monotherapy
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due to rapid development of resistance. Pre-clinical studies are a powerful tool to identify
resistance mechanisms and can provide a strong rational to clinically evaluate the efficacy of
a combination therapy simultaneously with single agent treatments, rather than in sequential
order.
The majority of clinical trials should become (multi-)biomarker-based, because most
anticancer agents currently never reach the clinic due to limited efficacy in unstratified
patient groups. The staggering number of failed clinical trials does not only negatively affect
patient survival, but is also a major contributor to the exorbitant price tags on cancer drugs.
Due to a lack of biomarker-based stratification, many patients are treated with an ineffective
but costly drug that only works in a subgroup of patients. The use of accompanying predictive
diagnostic tests (companion diagnostics) would tremendously enhance cost-effectiveness of
targeted therapies. Pharmaceutical companies might even financially benefit from developing
companion diagnostics, since predictive biomarkers have the potential to increase product
value and significantly reduce clinical trial costs by excluding marker-negative patients (Jakka
and Rossbach, 2013).
Finally, more research is needed to assess the effectiveness of combining targeted therapies
and immune therapy. In my opinion, the long-term benefit of targeted therapies, even as
a combination, will never be completely sufficient to cure most of the metastatic cancers.
Tumor heterogeneity will likely give rise to repetitive outgrowth of resistant clones. Even if we
would dynamically treat a patient based on rapid detection of resistant variants, we would at
best transform cancer into a chronic disease requiring continuous monitoring and treatment.
Interestingly, whereas the response to targeted therapies is often strong but transient, immune
checkpoint inhibitors elicit more durable responses, albeit in subsets of patients (Hughes et
al., 2016). A potential future treatment strategy could consist of a powerful combination
of targeted agents, which strongly decreases the total tumor burden, in conjunction with a
regimen of immune therapy. Although the benefit of such a combination remains to be seen,
there are several arguments supporting this strategy. Multiple studies have demonstrated that
MAPK inhibition in BRAF-mutant melanoma increases the number of intra-tumor T cells
(Frederick et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Wilmott et al., 2012). Furthermore, MAPK inhibition
in melanoma tumors is associated with a transient increase in tumor antigen levels, which
could potentially enhance T-cell responses (Boni et al., 2010; Frederick et al., 2013).
Despite the various challenges ahead of us, I am optimistic that the survival of cancer
patients will increase significantly over the coming years. Due to rationally designed
combination therapies and biomarker-based patient stratification, personalized medicine has
a good chance to become truly successful.
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Algemene inleiding
Kanker is primair een genetische ziekte die wordt veroorzaakt door veranderingen in het
DNA, ook wel mutaties genoemd. Deze veranderingen kunnen zowel spontaan ontstaan of
door externe factoren — bijvoorbeeld tabaksgebruik of UV-straling — worden geïnduceerd.
Gelukkig hebben onze cellen verschillende mechanismen om schade aan het DNA te repareren,
maar soms is dit niet mogelijk of worden er fouten gemaakt tijdens het schadeherstel. Dit
betekent dat mutaties zich na verloop van tijd opstapelen in het DNA. In enkele gevallen
ontstaan mutaties in genen die de groei van een cel stimuleren, in genen die betrokken zijn bij
het herkennen van DNA-schade of in genen die onbeperkte deling van een cel verhinderen.
Indien meerdere van dit soort mutaties voorkomen in een cel ontstaat de kans dat deze cel
ontspoort raakt en een tumor vormt.
Het merendeel van de kankerpatiënten werd de afgelopen decennia behandeld met
chemotherapie. Deze medicijnen grijpen in op kankercellen maar ook op snel delende
gezonde cellen — zoals darmcellen of cellen in de haarzakjes — en veroorzaken daardoor
vele bijwerkingen. De ontdekking dat kankercellen over het algemeen afhankelijk zijn
van een specifieke mutatie in een gen heeft onderzoekers en farmaceuten aangezet tot het
ontwikkelen van doelgerichte medicatie, ofwel ‘targeted therapy’. Een bekend voorbeeld is
het medicijn imatinib, dat in 2001 werd goedgekeurd om chronische myeloïde leukemie
(CML)-patiënten met een BCR-ABL1 mutatie te behandelen. Deze behandeling heeft ervoor
gezorgd dat de 10-jaars overleving van patiënten toenam van minder dan 20% in het preimatinib tijdperk tot een huidig overlevingspercentage van ongeveer 83%. Het is dan ook niet
verassend dat deze doelgerichte medicijnen als wondermiddelen werden omschreven. Het
idee van ‘personalized medicine’ ontstond: elke patiënt ontvangt een specifieke behandeling
gebaseerd op het unieke mutatieprofiel van de tumor. Helaas moesten de initiële optimistische
verwachtingen over doelgerichte therapieën worden bijgesteld: het effect op de langdurige
overleving van kankerpatiënten bleek voor veel van deze medicijnen beperkt, waardoor
chemotherapie nog steeds de eerstelijns therapie voor het merendeel van de kankersoorten
vormt. De belangrijkste factoren die het succes van doelgerichte medicatie tegenwerken zijn
het ontbreken van zogenaamde ‘biomarkers’ die voorspellen of een therapie aan zal slaan en
de snelle ontwikkeling van ongevoeligheid/resistentie tegen deze medicijnen.
Dit proefschrift
In hoofdstuk 1, de introductie van mijn proefschrift, beschrijf ik waarom het belangrijk is
om biomarkers te gebruiken om kankerpatiënten voor een behandeling te stratificeren, hoe
resistentie tegen doelgerichte medicatie kan ontstaan, waarom combinaties van medicijnen
belangrijk zijn in de behandeling van kanker en hoe we genetische screens kunnen gebruiken
om personalized medicine succesvoller te maken.
In hoofdstuk 2 heb ik onderzocht hoe resistentie kan ontstaan tegen medicijnen die PIMReferences
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eiwitten remmen in acute myeloïde leukemie (AML). Doelgerichte medicijnen tegen PIM
worden op dit moment getest in klinische studies, maar eerder onderzoek heeft al aangetoond
dat een deel van de AML-cellijnen in het lab ongevoelig is voor deze remmers. De verwachting
is dan ook dat veel patiënten geen baat zullen hebben van deze medicijnen. Met behulp van een
genetische screen heb ik ontdekt dat resistente tumorcellen na PIM-remming een verhoogd
aantal reactieve zuurstofmoleculen hebben, waardoor het eiwit p38 wordt aangezet, dat
vervolgens de groei van AML-cellen in stand kan houden. Dit onderzoek laat verder zien dat
de tumorcellen minder snel delen wanneer zowel PIM als p38 tegelijkertijd worden geremd.
Helaas lijkt het er wel op dat andere resistentiemechanismen ook een rol spelen, aangezien
gecombineerde PIM/p38 remming de tumorgroei niet volledig remt. Verder onderzoek is
daarom nodig om een nog effectievere combinatietherapie te ontwikkelen.
In hoofdstuk 3 is beschreven hoe PIM-eiwitten mogelijk ook een rol spelen in
neuroblastoma — een zeldzame vorm van kanker die voornamelijk bij kinderen voorkomt.
Ongeveer de helft van deze kinderen heeft hoog-risico tumoren waarvoor op dit moment nog
geen goede behandeling beschikbaar is, met als gevolg dat het merendeel van deze patiënten
aan de ziekte overlijdt. Aangezien steeds meer studies aantonen dat PIM-eiwitten ook een
rol spelen in andere vormen van kanker dan AML, heb ik onderzocht of PIM mogelijk ook
actief is in neuroblastoma. Met behulp van patiëntengegevens laat ik zien dat de tumoren
van patiënten met een lage overlevingskans een relatief hoog PIM-niveau hebben. Vervolgens
heb ik de werking van PIM-remmers getest in een groot aantal neuroblastoma cellijnen,
waaruit bleek dat deze medicijnen de groei van een deel van de cellijnen kon remmen. Om
erachter te komen waarom niet alle cellijnen gevoeligheid vertoonden heb ik een genetische
screen uitgevoerd. Hieruit bleek dat verlies van het NF1 gen resistentie veroorzaakt. Dit is een
belangrijke observatie omdat verlies van NF1 eiwit veelvuldig voorkomt in neuroblastoma;
patiënten met NF1-negatieve tumoren zouden daarom geen baat hebben bij medicijnen tegen
PIM. De resultaten van deze studie laten zien dat PIM-remmers mogelijk effectief zijn in een
deel van de neuroblastoma patiënten en dat NF1 als een biomarker kan worden gebruikt om
patiënten te selecteren. Net als bij andere doelgerichte medicijnen verwacht ik ook hier dat
PIM-remming op zichzelf geen langdurig effect zal hebben. Er zal daarom meer onderzoek
nodig zijn naar effectieve combinatietherapieën die resistentie kunnen voorkomen.
In hoofdstuk 4 heb ik de relatie tussen de aanwezigheid van de FGFR1 receptor in hoofdhalskanker en de overlevingsduur van deze patiënten onderzocht. Uit eerdere studies was
namelijk naar voren gekomen dat FGFR1 met regelmaat geamplificeerd is in deze vorm van
kanker. In dit hoofdstuk hebben we de aanwezigheid van FGFR1 in 452 tumoren onderzocht,
waaruit bleek dat patiënten met FGFR1-positieve HPV-negatieve tumoren een kortere
overlevingsduur hebben in vergelijking met patiënten met FGFR1-negatieve HPV-negatieve
tumoren. Aangezien klinische studies gaande zijn waarin de effectiviteit van FGFR-remmers
in onder andere hoofd-halskanker wordt onderzocht, hebben wij de gevoeligheid van een
aantal cellijnen voor FGFR-remmers getest. Hieruit bleek dat remming van FGFR een
beperkt of geen effect had op de groei van hoofd-halskanker cellijnen. Dit tumortype wordt
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gekenmerkt door een hoge aanwezigheid van een andere receptor, EGFR. Meerdere studies
hebben al laten zien dat in sommige tumoren, gecombineerde remming van FGFR en EGFR
effectiever is dan het onderdrukken van de afzonderlijke receptoren. In deze studie laat ik zien
dat dit mogelijk ook geldt voor hoofd-halstumoren. Om dit te bevestigen zal meer onderzoek
in een groter aantal cellijnen en (patient-derived) xenograft modellen nodig zijn.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een beknopt overzicht gegeven van de rol van TGF-β in resistentie
tegen kankermedicijnen. Verder laat ik zien dat activatie van TGF-β signalering — door verlies
van het MED12 gen — darmkankercellijnen ongevoelig maakt tegen chemotherapie. Een
eerdere studie heeft aangetoond dat een bepaalde subgroep van darmtumoren slecht reageert
op chemotherapie, met als gevolg dat de prognose voor overleving van deze patiënten laag is.
In dit hoofdstuk toon ik aan dat de TGF-β route sterk geactiveerd is in deze groep tumoren.
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift beschrijft hoe resistentie tegen kankermedicijnen
de langdurige overleving van patiënten vaak in de weg staat. Genetische screens zijn
voor onderzoekers een zeer waardevolle techniek om deze resistentiemechanismen van
tumoren beter in kaart te brengen en dragen daardoor bij aan het ontwikkelen van slimme
combinatietherapieën. De vraag blijft of deze nieuwe rationele therapieën voldoende zijn om
de meeste kankersoorten te genezen. In hoofdstuk 6 bediscussieer ik de ontwikkelingen die
nodig zijn om ‘personalized medicine’ daadwerkelijk succesvol te maken.
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